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In the computationally intensive and diverse scientific environment of geosciences,
substantial volumes of data are generated by specialized complex processing systems
called ‘models’. These datasets contain little knowledge of their processing. Therefore
a high degree of domain expertise is required to interpret, regenerate and tweak their production. Provenance is described as a general ability to record and evolve information
related to the creation of data. We extend this idea further by proposing a mechanism
by which a model’s setup and its domain semantics are integrated with the data it produces. This creates a scope for controlling model executions using their respective setups
or ‘configurations’. In this work we created an application neutral framework which can
be applied to models of a similar class in geosciences. Our objective is to allow scientists
to share their experiments with anyone having an interest in it while allowing for formally
controlled and extensible customizations.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS, ABBREVIATIONS, AND NOMENCLATURE
• Base : Also referred to as the base layer containing a single base ontology which
describes concepts common to all (or most) experiments and evolves over time
• Class : A category of homogeneous domain concepts with similar characteristics for
the purpose of constructing a specialized (or generalized) hierarchically connected
schema(s)
• Configuration : 1. See Metadata(2) 2. Short for Configuration layer which contains
ontologies corresponding to schema(s) which control the changes to an experiment’s
execution using the model in question (and therefore also controls the recreation of
its interface)
• Construct : A single identifiable domain (possibly non-atomic) concept (entity, category, condition, relationships etc.) described by the domain expert / model requirements for the purpose of an experiment and expressed in the model’s interface
• Design : See Metadata(2)
• Domain : 1. A general area of science / study 2. A geographical or spatial area 3.
Set of possible values for which a mathematical function exists
• Domain Engineering : Process of translating natural language description of domain
concepts into physical ontologies
• Domain Scientist / Expert : A person with substantial knowledge about the domain
and the model used to design an experiment, which in turn is created by him as he
sees fit to serve a particular scientific endeavor
• Execution / Run : A snapshot of its configuration with physical runtime values for
its parameters which are actually fed into the model at the time of its invocation /
execution
• Experiment : The usage of a model by restricting the value / number / type of parameters in its configuration for a specialized purpose
• Fact : See Construct
• Framework : A set of heterogeneous components along with an associated methodology of constructing such a set, using and evolving it over time for a specific purpose e.g. in this case for controlling and recording semantics for model executions
and experiments
viii

• Individual : See Instantiation
• Inference / Reasoning : Concept of using external tools on ontological descriptions
to analyze and deduce implicit knowledge from asserted facts to create / assess
new knowledge and / or check for any conflicts otherwise unknown by the asserted
knowledge set
• Instance : 1. See Instantiation 2. Also referred to as the Instance layer which contains ontologies consisting of concepts realized from their respective parent schema
ontologies in the lower Configuration layer
• Instantiation : Realization of a domain concept with real values, restrictions, relationships and attributes as opposed to only the definition of legal permutations which
were previously described in its experiment schema / configuration. The instantiation is however restricted by this schema’s description of what is legal and what is
not for an instance and therefore hierarchically connected.
• Level : See Semantic Layers
• Metadata : 1. Information or description about any resultant data entity directly used
in a process 2. Description of possible experiment specific concepts, relationships
and restrictions imposed by the creator of the experiment for controlling model(s)
execution(s) using its (respective) interface(s)
• MetaMeta : See Base
• Model : A logical collection of complex and computationally intensive programs
with a well defined interface used in a specific scientific area for a diverse set of
possible purposes
• Non-Expert : A person who is (or playing the role of) anyone with an interest in an
experiment without extensive knowledge of a particular model and / or its domain
• Ontologies : Formal expression of retrievable semantic knowledge in well understood / predetermined form
• Parameter : Atomic variables in a model’s interface, values which are controlled
using multiple semantic descriptions and affect a model’s execution (and therefore
its results) in an experiment
• Provenance : The general ability of tracing determined milestones of a production /
process for any fundamental data entity
• Reproduction : Using captured semantics to recreate a model’s execution and produce the same result as was intended and / or performed in the original experimental
run without any customization, even if they’re permissible by its design.
ix

• Rule : A bipartite set of description logic conjunctive boolean conditions where the
left hand side of the rule results in the right hand side becoming true by means of
added inferred knowledge to the ontology
• Schema : 1. See Ontology 2. See Metadata(2)
• Semantic Layers : Three conceptual layers consisting of ontologies serving the purpose of capturing provenance at different levels
• Semantics : Area of knowledge construction with well defined and verifiable descriptions of concepts, their relationship and attributes for the purpose of maximized
comprehension, formal specifications and logical inferencing
• Type : See Class
• Vanilla : The first instance level ontology created by the domain expert which is not
only legal (within the experiment’s restrictions of design) but also produces an exact
reproduction of the expert’s description of the experiment without any changes, even
if permissible by its design
• Variant / Version : A change in the instantiation or design of an experiment’s execution or configuration respectively to produce a model’s altered state of execution
• Workflow : Ordered / sequenced steps of models arranged for a particular purpose,
chunks of which are solved atomically by the individual constituent models

x

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

As the world of scientific computing generates vast amounts of data through a diverse set of complex experimental processes by an even more diverse group of scientific
establishments which have little or no geographical, temporal, methodological or even
standardization bounds [40]; description of data’s production and evolution becomes a
critical tool for sharing knowledge. Use of scientific workflows in the assessment of experimental merit and justification of results is becoming an integral part of any modern
scientific endeavor [27]. Though there are several tools which can manage the technical
resources and infrastructure associated with models, little attention has been paid to the
techniques which enhance the propagation of domain concepts and promote a semantic
comprehension, evolution, customization, verification and reuse of its experimental setup
in part or as a whole, especially in the area of geosciences.
The area of semantics uses interchangeable terminologies which sometimes have a
cross domain applicability. The meaning of terms used here may be confused with alternative ideas. To facilitate understanding and avoid any such misconceptions, we have
discussed some commonly used terms here. ‘Provenance’ is broadly defined as an ability
to preserve the description of steps taken to produce (or alter) any decided atomic data
entity such as a file, database table, flat file etc. which is an end product of some form
1

of processing. A ‘model’ or a ‘processing step’ is described as an atomic program or
more accurately, a complex logical collection of programs with exposed parameters which
control its operational behavior. These parameters are contained in an interface or its ‘configuration’. The model is used for a specialized task in a general area of similar models,
applications and knowledge i.e. its ‘domain’. Using a combination of its configuration and
input datasets, the model performs its function specific processing which is predominantly
computationally intensive and produces some form of result like an output dataset. An
‘instance’ of a model’s execution or a ‘run’ refers to a snapshot of its configuration with
physical runtime values for its parameters which are actually fed into the model at the
time of its invocation. The framework described here is conceptually and architecturally
divided into three ‘semantic layers’ which in turn represent a logical hierarchy of ontologies corresponding to different levels of provenance capture and contain ‘ontologies’ or
‘semantic structures’ for each model configuration. These structures are the expression of
entities, their relationships and constraints generally modeled in a common area of application i.e. domain. However cross-domain ontologies can also exist. An ‘experiment’ here
refers to the usage of a model by restricting the value or number or even type of parameters in its configuration for a specialized purpose. The logic for this purpose is generally
defined by a ‘domain scientist’ or ‘subject matter expert’ who is generally well acquainted
with the model’s usage and possesses sufficient domain knowledge to conduct such an
experiment. The restrictions on the ability to customize and reproduce the experiment is
targeted at an ‘end user’ who may or may not be a domain expert but has an interest in
the experiment conducted and / or ‘published’ by the expert. ‘Publishing here refers to the
2

practice of conveying results of experimental run(s) which might be of interest to other
people in the domain. A ‘workflow’ can be simply defined as a sequence of such models
used in conjunction with each other for a common overall objective. The explanation of
these labels should facilitate the understanding of concepts in this work.
Data Provenance is the capability to record the steps of production for any given entity
of data [19]. In other words an atomic body of data (file, DB, dataset etc.) should contain
information about its lifecycle’s intermediate states in addition to the output data itself.
Traditionally provenance was viewed as a form of metadata [58]. Securing intermediate products of the workflow including any alterations to the workflow’s structure itself,
later became a part of the provenance capture. Various approaches have been suggested
to partially accomplish the idea of perfect provenance. These range from the usage of
static schema definitions and structured data representations using DAG [1], RDF [13],
XML [5] etc. to specific or universal provenance models [19] and from classifications
based on whether the focus is on the data or the process to differentiation between types of
provenance based on granularity, purpose, representation and performance metrics [58].
Whichever path is adopted, the motif for employing provenance aware techniques in conjunction with data production steps should always remain the same - to know more about
the ‘how’ and ‘why’ rather than just the ‘what’.
Provenance should however now evolve into a knowledge acquisition instrument which
can support higher domain semantics. This approach will establish a sound infrastructural
foundation for advanced notions such as proofs, verifications or audit trails, reproductions,
customizations and self explanatory results of experiments. This document describes a
3

framework which can help create such an ability to build a formally structured and restricted schema of a model’s configuration with provisions for controlled customizations
based on the logic described for an experiment by a domain expert. This information can
then be effectively reproduced at another location or time, thus making the experimental
process and its results more self describing by following an easier to use and understand“do-it-yourself” approach.

1.1 Motivation
Current scientific model configurations contain parameters which are expressed in an
oversimplified form such as scripts or flat files or even persistent objects. Relationships
between them are poorly represented in an unnatural flattened structure with little explanation. The ones which do have some attached explanation, use informal annotations in the
documentation to illustrate their meaning and relationships with other parameters and the
model. Besides the model’s execution itself, mechanisms to check for constraints imposed
on these parameters are rare. Therefore, more often than not, the only way to check if a
scenario is legal or not is to run a model at the expense of a higher turn around time, effort
and computation power. Even in that case the model is designed to report the exception
limited to how its processing was interrupted. This kind of reporting is therefore poor in
annotation, justification and description of a potential solution. Another major challenge
faced by domain scientists is that the lifeline of such controlled configurations expire with
the model’s completed run. The only remaining proof of execution which exists after the
run is the generated dataset with some ‘bolt-on’ metadata. This prevents the possibility of
4

specializing the model’s run in a guided manner and also inhibits its reuse as a step in a
collaborative effort such as a workflow. Besides the domain expertise required to comprehend the setup options of a scientific experiment, domain scientists are forced to acquire
computer skills (e.g. scripting) to fully leverage any changes they make to the experiment.
It is also difficult to create interrelationships between different models unless some external middleware is provisioned to handle the inter-model communication. Even then such a
provision remains local to that specific arrangement of relationship(s) between the models.
No runtime information is packaged with the datasets and thus it becomes difficult to characterize the model at a different time and location without actually running it (which might
not be feasible or practical at all times). Also the model tutorials which focus more on the
technical descriptions are add-on patches instead of integrated self explanatory manuals
which speak the domain scientist’s language and show by example. This prevents several
scientific models which otherwise do a great job at niche areas of processing data, from
leaving a rich user experience. The construction of a new provenance framework focused
on semantics for model configurations was the central motivating factor for this work.

1.2 Challenges
For this conceptualization, one of the biggest challenges was striking an optimum balance between the framework’s static structures supporting all other semantic definitions
(analogous to a schema in XML, but at a higher level) and the model configurations with
a diverse set of possible semantics for any experiment. The trade off between standardization and expressive power is a recurring feature here. The granularity of capture was
5

another area where balance between the resources at hand and the completeness of description was maintained. Also the extent to which the model’s setup was targeted to be
automated as opposed to the manual description by the creator, were all pertinent to its
feasibility. Providing structure to the description process, interrelationships between the
semantics and the computational resources, a balance between being generic at the cost
of detail or more specialized at the cost of having restricted applications are some of the
other challenges faced.
We believe that a framework incorporating semantics and provenance for facilitating
model executions can be created, though as expressed earlier, not without its set of challenges. To address the challenges and strike a balance between the various choices involved, our framework description process made an attempt to scale the requirements of
the Land Information System model [38] [8]. Despite a particular reference for building
this framework, every effort was made to keep all its aspects as model neutral as possible.
The provenance structure was planned to be partially static for conformance and reasoning
consistencies but in order to avoid the framework from being too model specific, additional
extensible and flexible layers which can accommodate the diversity of data modeling structures were also included. The descriptive granularity of the model remained limited to the
model configuration. Partial automation is a desirable feature where the creator is responsible for modeling higher domain concepts and relationships which are later enforced by
the underlying helper methodologies. These helper components could be regarded as more
of an engineering concern but are still demonstrated in a limited manner. Also the user effort on a single instance of provenance for a specific model was committed only once.
6

Thereafter customizations, runs, extensions etc. reused the work done so far. This in part
was supported by the infrastructural tools used to build the framework. The hypothesis for
this work and its associated research issues are explained in the following section.

1.3 Hypothesis
In the previous sections, we established the need for creating a semantics based framework.
In the following chapter (Chapter 2:Related Work), we also analyze the various ongoing
efforts in the area of semantics and provenance. Here, we form our hypothesis which
emerges from the requirements described earlier. We also derive the fundamental research
issues emanating from this hypothesis. To begin, we state the hypothesis of this research
as the following.
“A framework can be created that enables an expert to define a computational experiment and allow its reproduction or extension by an end user”
Let us now explain this hypothesis in greater detail. The ‘framework’ here refers to
a set of ontologies which are divided into ‘semantic layers’ or classifications based on
their functionality. It also includes a methodology and helper components which use these
ontology classes to help describe, reproduce and customize experiments and their ‘runs’
or executions. An ‘expert’ is a domain scientist who possesses the domain knowledge to
design an experiment. The ‘end user’ can be an expert who has an interest in altering the
experiment or a non-expert who simply wishes to reproduce the original experiment, possibly with changed parameter values permissible by its definition. The ‘experiment’ itself
can be interpreted as the execution of a computationally intensive model with a restricted
set of parameters, relationships between them and their respective constrained range / type
7

of values, all of which are a subset of the original model configuration’s parameters and
values. We have described two kinds of ‘variants’ or possible modifications of an experiment which are recorded as its provenance. The first kind of ‘version’ or ‘variant’ is that
of an experiment’s design. It represents the change of a minimal set of parameters which
preserves the basic purpose and identity of the experiment but alters its functionality to
serve a similar purpose and therefore can also be technically classified as a new experiment in itself. The second kind of ‘variant’ is that of the original experiment’s run (not
the experiment’s design) which represents the customized physical values or instantiated
permissible relationships between the model’s parameters. Therefore this kind of variant
does not change the design of the experiment by altering any relationships / properties /
range of values or the allowed set of parameters, thus cannot be classified as a new experiment. It does however only permit the changes of instantiated parameter values and
relationships while staying within its defined scope of constraints i.e. its design. These
two kinds of ‘variants’ thus capture provenance of an experiment’s design and its instance
levels respectively. For an end user who is not an expert, altering an experiment is the
act of generating variants of an experiment’s run by changing physical values and these
changes are subject to the original foundational constraints. For an end user who is a domain expert himself, altering this experiment would therefore imply the modification of
a (or a set of) parameter descriptions to create a variant of the experiment’s design. He
may also choose to reuse the description of a parameter in entirely different experiment
where the consistency checks on that parameter’s structure are carried over to the new
experiment’s description.
8

In order to understand these concepts better, let us consider an example. For this argument, we discuss a hypothetical experiment, the purpose of which is to characterize a
few ‘energy balance components’ in the Mississippi Delta Region within a given range
of dates using the LIS scientific model. The experiment is designed by a domain scientist
with a specialized set of parameters and input datasets and therefore requires a high degree
of domain and application knowledge. The configuration file for the LIS is restricted by
among other things, specifying the geographical coordinates for the Mississippi Delta Region only and a range of supported dates (therefore a subset of the coordinates or the time
range is a legal customization for an end user and formally enforced by rules). The experiment allow the generation of one or more types of ‘energy flux’ output variables. These
may include ‘latent heat flux’, ‘sensible heat flux’, ‘ground heat flux’, ‘energy of fusion’
and ‘energy of sublimation’ outputs of the LIS. The expert publishes his results for all the
variables for the entire region and range of dates. Let us suppose an end user is interested
in the ’heat fluxes’ only for the southern Mississippi Delta Region in the first quarter of
the current year. He specifies this in the experiment’s setup. The LIS model is executed
for his customized need though after his parameter values are determined to be consistent
with the originally defined experiment’s scope. This is an example of an experiment’s run
variant where only physical instantiations can be changed without altering the design of
the experiment (parameter values ranges / types / relationship schema). Let us now consider that another expert modifies this experiment to perform the same function though
with different set of output variables for the state of Arkansas, thereby changing the range
of permitted coordinates (a non expert can still run a subset for Arkansas here). Being a
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scientist himself, he can assess whether the input datasets or specialized parameters which
were part of the original experiment support the new variant or not and therefore alter its
design. This is an example of an experiment’s design variant where the fundamental purpose was conserved but its design was altered to address a modified need. Technically this
can be thought of as a new experiment with a similar purpose. Labelling it as a variant in
this case is to exhibit the similarity of its end use. Finally we consider another experiment
which has a completely different purpose but it still uses a range of dates or geographical
coordinates. In this case we can import the parameters along with the logic described on
them (e.g. a simple rule which states that start date should be less than the end date or
left longitude coordinate is less than the right longitude coordinate for the rectangular region of focus). Do note that any specialized semantics specific in the new experiment will
have to be defined in its new ontologies. We should also bear in mind that the example
discussed here is for a demonstrative purposes only. Similar real examples are described
by domain experts and were examined as part of the Case Study, thereby ensuring domain
accuracy.
The stated hypothesis lead us to the following research issues associated with this
work. These were verified using the Case Study (Chapter 5).
• Issue #1: Defining such a framework using the surveyed semantic enabler technologies: This involved the conceptualization of all components which together form
the semantic framework. Besides the macroscopic interfacing and functionalities,
some portions of the semantic framework also required a separation of roles of subdivisions at an individual level (e.g. the three layers in the semantics hierarchy which
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form the framework’s core) due to their complexity. Realization of these items separated on functional lines using the discussed tools which suited our needs was a
critical research issue.
• Issue #2: Description of computation experiment(s) using such a framework: Here
the research endeavor focused on the process of domain engineering and information
modeling with the help of domain experts. It also involved the translation of these
real world experiment facts into comprehensive and consistent ontologies residing
in the semantic layers.
• Issue #3:Extension of privileges on the experiment: Here we focused on conducting
a series of tests to sample the constructed ontologies for probable semantic weaknesses arising from several possible factors such as loss in translation, nature of the
semantic tools used, incorrect expressions etc. This research issue therefore characterized the framework’s capability to guide an experiment’s execution.
• Issue #4:Provenance capability for such an experiment: A final point of verifying the
framework’s usefulness was to establishing whether it could record and reproduce an
experiment’s execution (with or without any variations). This issue focused on using
the constructed ontologies to create the model’s interface for its restricted execution.
The definition of such a framework will leverage some existing semantic tools. To
define the structural relationships and constraints between the various parameters, we used
the Web Ontology Language (OWL DL). To model the rules on these ontologies, we used
description logic rules defined in the Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL). Example(s)
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of the framework’s ancillary components which support its functions peripherally (e.g.
interfacing with the model) were prototyped in a popular Object Oriented language, with
DB support. The computation experiments were mapped onto these ontologies through
domain engineering interviews with experts and validated for control in the Case Study
(Chapter 5). The provenance capability of the framework was tested by generating variants
of the experiment’s execution and reproducing them. A more comprehensive description
of the process for corroborating this framework’s effectiveness in addressing the discussed
research issues can be found in Chapter 3 (Research Plan).
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CHAPTER 2
RELATED WORK

The area of semantics and provenance has seen a majority of its contribution over the
past few years. In fact there are several ongoing efforts by big organizations, government
and non-profit labs to develop prototypes involving scientific workflows. We have looked
at some of the more prominent works in this field and analyzed their inherent strengths
and weaknesses. We also scrutinized some of the current practices and tools used to create
ontologies which support structural and logical descriptions. Do note that these tools tend
to overlap one another at several junctures and may suggest redundant ideas. We should
also remember that many of these projects are currently ongoing endeavors and may not
reflect the targeted future capability in totality.

2.1 Chimera VDS
We discuss one of the earliest prototypes (2002) in area of provenance capture the
Chimera Virtual Data System first. The Chimera was designed to create and (later) derive
the computational procedures used to construct the data using static schema type structures
with instantiated runtime values [58] [39]. It uses an independent Virtual Data Language
and a Virtual Data Catalog which implement its schema [39]. The relationships are established by predefining uninitialized runtime parameters with a back end DB support for
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scalable storage [58]. A workflow atomic step here is defined as a ‘transformation’ - a
program that would generate or require a data object while confirming to its static attribute
definition within the Chimera. A ‘derivation’ is defined as an instantiated transformation
and ‘data objects’ are the atomic data entities which are either generated or used by the
transformers. Thus the Chimera is able wrap around a single step using a static schema
which defines the conversion program. An excellent feature of the Chimera is its ability
to scale. With support for grid services and a DB enabled back end, the system can meet
heavy data needs. The Chimera appears to have some drawbacks as well. The schema
is static and therefore restricts its applicability (though has a working prototypes in the
area of Astrophysics at the CERN [39]). The Chimera also has little or no capability to
capture the semantics of the processing and sticks to its Virtual Data Description oriented
cataloging only. The Chimera also lacks the ability to comprehend arguments (if any) and
capture their values on the fly. Instead it relies on predefined structures for arguments
and instantiation. This might be considered to be a drawback or an advantage depending on whether the objective is rapid prototyping or a rigid conformance based monitored
approach to creating workflow pieces.

2.2 myGrid Project
A more recent and ongoing effort by several organizations in the UK is called the myGrid project [17]. The most popular tool associated with provenance (and to some degree
semantics) emerging from this project is the Tarverna Workbench. This tool is designed
to expose web based processing services predominantly in the domain of bioinformatics.
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‘Components’ here are identified as single atomic transformers of data which cannot be
split any further. A Taverna Workflow is defined by an aggregation of these Components
and Relations between between each other [39]. The interface is mature and involves
simple drag and drop operations for remote services with WSDL [18] definitions. Use of
a SOAP [15] theme is another positive property. It also provides a ‘LogBook’ plugin for
which allows capture of provenance information, though primarily in the form of intermediate i/o products, runtime information and some metadata. The four types of provenance
collected provide a reasonably detailed lineage capture capability. The best thing about
Taverna is its ease of use for scientists not familiar with computing tools. Its ability to
fully expose all services on the web is a major bonus, assisting in collaboration and distribution of resources. The Taverna however requires reasonable knowledge of services to
construct such provider points of service. Also the definitions within Taverna are strictly
structured and it obviously restrict the range of models which can be used. myGrid does
not have a significant impact on semantics and relies on the service definitions to provide
whatever little informal domain concepts it captures. Despite these apparent drawbacks
, Taverna is perhaps one of the more popular tools for its convenience of usability and
accessibility.

2.3 Kepler
Kepler is more a comprehensive scientific workflow oriented project spearheaded by
the San Diego Supercomputing Center in collaboration with a few other organizations
[21] [47] [7]. It provides the ability to automate most aspects of a reusable and repro15

ducible Scientific Workflow with varying granularities. It also provides a visual representation of the workflow while allowing some control over its execution as well [7]. Kepler
has a similar interface as Taverna with ‘drop and customize’ workflow components. The
classes of components built for Kepler provide a more comprehensive and rich set of components which range from data and data transformations, mathematical, image, file, OS,
security, web service, logical, programmatic, database and grid components [21] [47] [7].
These individual components or ‘actors’ function as single atomic units of the workflow
[21]. Kepler allows the addition of customized actors by simple ‘drag and drop’ procedures
(similar to the rest of the vanilla actors) after the stub’s description and other interfacing
information is made known to the system [21]. The provenance information collected in
Kepler can be automated if the individual ‘Directors’ (controllers for the workflow model)
and ‘actors’ have sufficient static provenance descriptors which record runtime products /
properties when the workflow is executed with parameters and related inputs. Compared
to Taverna, Kepler also makes it more convenient to add actors to the pre-installed vanilla
component libraries with a simplified UI based interaction scheme. In fact the extensive
collection of components generated by the Kepler community and the ease of sharing them
makes it an excellent choice for rapid workflow creation and usage. Kepler is in fact probably one of the few (perhaps the only) comprehensive system which has taken a careful
look at provenance. Kepler provides for the capability to record lineage information about
the workflows in the form of intermediate data products and any changes committed to the
processes involved. The system provides the ability to capture intermediate products and
conduct smart reruns [20] based on the VisTrail [22] sub graphs algorithms which rerun
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only those selective components, the results of which were affected by the change in the
workflow. The architecture of the provenance capability is generic and is compatible with
all components, directors and processes in Kepler.

2.4 VisTrails
Besides recording the provenance, representation of lineage information extracted
from workflows is an important aspect, especially with multiple reruns and specializations
which could alter any workflows downstream. VisTrails [22] is a visualization tool for
pipelined workflows which partially solves this problem by capturing provenance on the
structure of the workflow itself. It captures a specific sequence of workflow components
and all its variants (which were created as a result of modifying the workflow structure)
[31]. Thus in a way, the workflow or ‘dataflow’ in VisTrail versions are created and cached
based on the operation and the arguments passed to it. These versions can then be conveniently ‘played’ by a dataflow player which allowed execution of specific steps [31] within
the flow. Though VisTrail doesn’t capture an extensive semantic meaning of the components, it does manage to retain instances for a workflow based on the execution properties
in the form of a tree structure where its branches symbolize the variations generated on the
basis of component arguments.

2.5 Other Projects
There are a few other big projects related to workflows and scientific modelling such
as the ESMF [3] [42]. ESMF models domain components (in the area of earth sciences)
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onto physical components. The relationships between these components are mapped by
the use of ‘couplers’ [3] [42]. The provenance captured here is contingent on the units,
APIs and libraries which together form the ESMF components. It also depends on the
couplers which manage the data interfaces between these components. FRE [6] provides
a workflow management environment, the implementation of which is focused on the infrastructure to automate and capture model execution at a system level. It also facilitates
post processing. With its host of command line utilities, FRE can capture implementation
level details, from versioning, runtime metrics, i/o capture, post processing and retrieval.
Though the emphasis on the provenance aspect appears to be limited, lower level knowledge of the models can make easy to deduce technical lineage at the user’s discretion on
granularity. PRISM [62] [11] on the other hand provides a suite of tools for an end to
end workflow control including GUIs, scripting based environments for compiling and
running diagnostic and coupling support components for the models. PRISM’s focus on
facilitating the collaboration of shared Earth System Models with a common yet customizable and confirming infrastructure on top while keeping in mind individual requirements
of visualization aids, model specific environments and libraries has made it one of the
more popular tools used by modeling agencies in Europe. One of the five main focus areas for PRISM is incorporating sophisticated metadata for data products and its associated
couplers, transformation and models. Some other ongoing projects such as the ESC [4]
which is focusing on construction and usage of curated climate models which are interrelated based on model semantics or provenance and the METAFOR project (starting in
March 2008) [35] which will focus on creation of Common Information Model by includ18

ing lessons learnt from similar projects and create compatible metadata standards to make
climate model or climate datasets comparable and compatible.
Besides the work mentioned above, there are several smaller projects and micro prototypes which have contributed to the area of provenance in scientific computing. These
include the context based collaboratory data sharing centric prototype which has the capabilities of tracing a data entity’s origin and intermediate states to form a lineage trace
[41]. A similar concept of propagated annotations is used by DBNotes [34] which tracks
notes on each parent data item and its subsequent derivations. These annotations are traced
hierarchically under three different schemes and while the propagation is automated, the
user is free to query or modify the data and / or the annotation. ELN and SAM have been
used in combination to describe, store and reproduce multi format data objects for convenient collaborations with exposed web interfaces [61]. The BioNavigation [45] system
used in molecular biology separates the domain specific resources e.g. a gene sequence
from the Biological resources e.g. a biological database and specifies the corresponding
technical description e.g. its DTD [2] or URL separately in a Capability Map, thus creating an interface between domain concepts and the underlying resource and its description.
Frameworks [25] have been suggested to trigger lineage templates though model graphs
and APIs which partially automate the lineage collection. The PCS [54] extends the concept of provenance to SOA where PCS helps define and later execute the workflow using
a workflow engine and web services corresponding to the workflow components. It also
provides an ability to store and retrieve that provenance information using a native DB.
Provenance information has been shown to be added successfully to the PDB data files in
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[66]. A Provenance aware database model [29] suggests system enabled tracking of a DB
entity’s source using a provenance aware editor / tracer and an auxiliary database. This
approach makes DB objects traceable to their source through paths rather than the conventional manual copy and paste approach [29]. Schema representation based MXQL [63]
has the ability to retrieve transformation on data. PrIME [51] highlights a development
methodology using phases of identification, classification and implementing applications
constructed which are provenance aware from their very foundation instead of a bolt on
approach. Owing the mathematical nature of scientific data, markups such as AML [49]
have been suggested to manage lineage on math and matrix operations. Using a semantic
web to access a diverse set of bioinformatics databases is described in [30]. A survey of
some other formal and prototyping methods for lineage retrieval can be found in [28] [26].
The body of knowledge in the area of semantics and provenance is relatively immature
given the age of research initiatives (and therefore the literature available). However, even
within a short span of time, few standards have achieved a significant level of stability and
acceptance by the semantics community. The ability to define structure and hierarchical
order has existed for quite sometime in the form of XML [5] and its variants. This has
been further refined to RDF [13] which helped develop an ability to define a primitive
relationship based scheme of triplets between abstract objects. Though the relationships
defined in RDF were not standardized enough to make instance level inference and reasoning a reality, they set the ground for the next level of semantic constructs. Without
domain conformance they also lacked a standardized operational setup for processing and
combining such association graphs. These associations were then permutated to formal20

ize several commonly observed compositional constructs and properties in the form of
ontology languages such as OWL [10]. Some work has been done to support instance
variants of ontology specification languages such as the more specialized OWL-P [48]
which focuses on protocol alignment between multiple autonomous agents or the broader
OWL-S [9] (an example of its usage in a web based ontology is shown in [44] which
provides semantic browsing and reasoning capabilities) geared towards lending structure
to web service definitions and their usage.
There are also some rule and logic description tools which provide the ability to have
instance level logic or rule structures. A prominent one is the RuleML [64] [14], which
is largely an abstract family of rule languages incorporating a comprehensively explicit
classification of description logic rules. A logic construction tool which is closely aligned
to ontologies and has also achieved some practical success is the SWRL [16] (it’s Horn
clauses of classical logic are derived from RuleML [14]) . SWRL has been extended and
used in a diverse set of applications which range from semantic structures used with sensors in a ‘Smart Home’ [55] to business logic processing and description [32]. SWRL
has demonstrable instances of usage in a wide range of domains such as facilities management [33], web applications [44], web services and its extensions [60], simulation
& modeling [50] and constraint handling for service prioritization [53]. Some popular
UI based tools such as Protégé [57] [12] supported by enabler inference engines such as
Jess [37] have helped bring ontological structures and their logic extensions on a single
platform [12].
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There are also few instances of extended SWRL and other higher logic structures
which make rule application and execution even more generic. Some examples of these
include the extension of SWRL for an academic system [65] where certain keywords expand SWRL’s relatively restricted functional abilities by leveraging meta rules written for
Jess on top of the extensions. An example of instance and ontology level meta languages
in [43] show how nave ontologies can be aggregated to form meta labels which are then
queried or inferred from. This however requires beforehand an instance level reverse construction of a ‘meta-program’. Even then the program remains specific for a single / finite
number of instance ontologies, therefore compromises on its universality. An earlier work
[52] makes the distinction between instance relationships and schema level meta associations while retaining a generic approach The prolog based relationships however suffer
from the inherent lack of associative constructs and inferencing capabilities due to its domain of application relational databases.
We also looked at a few instances of semantic constructions for different sets of domains which use some of the tools described above. A Partially classified ontology defined
in [46] exhibited how various the ontology construction tools can be used to create, query
and infer on an information model. Extension of the structure’s branches can be associated
with other compatible learning models such as Neural Networks and Decision Trees [46].
Another example of a semantic construct being used in a local organization and business
ontology explains the idea on a timeline - from the ontology’s creation using semantic
tools to its human readable publication on an interface (in this case a browser) [59]. Similar semantic applications in the domain of medicine have become comparatively more
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mature now. Epoch [56] is much more comprehensive ontological framework created
by the Stanford Medical Informatics group (also developed Protg [12] [24] an API / UI
layer (and tool) on top of OWL and Jess [37] APIs and with a built in SWRL module)
encompassing several activities, organizations and deployed resources being used for clinical trials. A smaller effort to successfully map vocabularies was conducted in [23] using
some of the mentioned tools. The depth of semantic operational influence can be observed
in [36] where a collection of low level sensor data is linked to compliant ontologies for
advanced operations such as inferencing and querying. Thus we have seen a diverse set
of tools, applications and approaches for building semantic structures. A majority of these
endeavors focus on a macroscopic view of the workflow and depend on relatively static
definition of those workflow components. Several of these components are difficult to create and record few domain concepts. Control of execution is captured by capturing the
interface of the component without delving into the semantic meaning of the interface’s
parameters. We have tried to overcome these shortcomings in this work.
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CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH PLAN

As discussed earlier, the central motivating factor for this work was establishing the
capability to share experiments conducted by domain scientists. The ‘experiment’ discussed here refers to a computationally intensive scientific model’s controlled execution
by means of its configuration parameters. This restricted configuration version is defined
by the domain scientist and expressed in formal representation as ontologies. It consists of
structural and logical relationships described on the model’s parameters. Such models and
their respective configurations together formed the core of the framework. In this chapter
we build a research plan based on the issues derived from the hypothesis (Section 1.3) by
suggesting a process, methodology and means to verify our stated objectives.

3.1 Research Methodology
The research methodology used a case study approach on the framework constructed
by incorporating the NASA Goddard Land Information System [38] [8] at the GeoResources Institute (GRI), High Performance Computing Collaboratory (HPCC). The validation process also used a different experiment’s setup and model to rule out its specificity
for LIS based experiments only. This research’s outline involved the following steps:
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• Conducted an exhaustive literature survey of current semantic standards. Sample
enabler technologies which may potentially assist in the description of model configurations in a formal and verifiable manner.
• Perform domain engineering interviews with subject matter expert(s) working in
the area of geosciences at the GRI, HPCC. The objective of these interviews was
to capture knowledge about each experiment. This included a description of its
purpose and a comprehensive account of restrictions for a model’s configuration
parameters for the experiment (and hence the model’s execution). It also recorded
any specialized conditions (within the scope of the original model configuration)
that the experiment may require. e.g. mandatory input datasets, mutually exclusive
section of parameters
• Constructed a semantic representation of the knowledge captured from the above
step, in the form of ontologies. These ontologies contained a structural and logical
description of the knowledge acquired from the previous step. Apply the semantic
tools discussed in Chapter 2 (Related Work). to perform this step.
• Using these ontologies, made changes to the configuration i.e. customized the execution of the model and more specifically, the experiment itself. The restrictions
imposed on these changes by the ontologies ensured that the modifications remained
within the scope of the scientist’s original description for that experiment. The design itself was altered based on the recommendation of an expert therefore verifying
the provenance in the form of a design variant.
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• Upon finalizing the customizations (and verifying that they are consistent with the
imposed restrictions), mapped the ontologies back to the model’s configuration and
used it to execute the model. If no customizations were done (or allowed) then this
run should reflect an unmodified reproduction of the expert’s experiment.
These steps point to the research issues (discussed earlier) which were verified.

3.2 Verification
This section describes our approach to verify the hypothesis. We conducted a case
study to investigate the ability of constructing, enforcing and reproducing model executions. This was done by incorporating the experiment’s configurations into the framework’s ontological layers. The descriptions were provided by subject matter expert(s) and
mapped to ontologies which contain a formally enforced account of the experiment. They
were then used to drive the model’s execution. A ‘fact’ here is defined as a domain entity
which maps onto a single ontological structural or logical construct e.g. a section of Land
Surface Model parameters in LIS is a fact which maps to a structural construct such as a
class called ‘lisParam’. Another fact that there can be only one of those sections active
in single run is translated to a logical construct or a rule. A natural language description
of the experiment and domain concepts by Subject Matter Expert (SME), preceded the
construction of configuration ontologies. This was followed by instance level ontologies
with populated parameter values which drive the model’s execution. Described below is
an outline of the observations which verified the corresponding research issues derived
from the hypothesis (Section 1.3).
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Issue #1: Defining such a framework using the surveyed semantic enabler technologies.
Verification: As mentioned earlier, we used semantic tools to construct such a framework.
It consisted of three hierarchical semantic layers which contain ontologies recording experiments (parameter’s structural and logic definitions), their instances (physical values and
inferred knowledge consistent with the parameter’s definition) and a ‘base’ layer which
supports the two layers above it. This framework’s definition was verifiable when the
three semantic layers which form its core, were used to conduct the case study.
Issue #2: Capture experiment’s domain concepts of a model’s configuration.
Verification:
• To characterize the framework’s capability of capturing domain concepts, we record
facts which were:
• Successfully Captured: contained within the ontology
• Not / Partially Captured: could not be modeled in the ontology or was incomplete
• Captured Externally: requires external (of the ontologies) knowledge / mechanism to be enforced
• To analyze the relative stability of the framework as we validate it against more experiments, we recorded the changes made to the single base ontology. The function
of the base ontology was to support the higher level experiment and instance level
ontological layers and grows over time to accommodate more experiments. While
incorporating each additional experiment / configuration we counted the number of:
• Additions: Addition of element(s) to base
• Retractions: Deletion of base element(s)
• Extensions: Addition to an existing construct(s)
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• Modifications: Changing existing construct(s)
• For facts which were not / partially captured, we analyzed the potential causes for
such behavior and discussed the potential problem areas
These observations thus characterize the framework’s ability to define the experiment
using domain engineering and ontologies. The final success was verified by comparing the
end products of the framework based approach to the traditional technique for reproductions and customizations. This comparison was validated by the expert in this case study.
Issue #3: Extension privileges on the experiment.
Verification: Test each structural and logical element mapped from the domain engineering effort onto an ontology for its ability to preserve the semantics of the domain expert’s
description. Construct a sampled list of such observations for each experiment’s ontology
and record:
• The semantics of the ontology element (i.e. the structural / logical concept)
• The domain engineering natural language expression(s) used to describe it
• The test used to verify its validity
• The result and justification
– Passed
– Partially passed
– Failed
– Passed but with external knowledge
• Justification for partial success / failure
These observations tested the integrity of the imposed limitations on value and relationship
extensions of the model’s parameters. If there are no customizations or variations, then it
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is a reproduction of the original execution. The Case Study thus analyzed both kinds of
variants and the reproduction of an experiment.
Issue #4: Provenance capability for an experiment
Verification: To verify the provenance capability of the framework, two instances of experiments with different models respectively were executed, initially using the conventional
form of the model’s interface e.g. the configuration file in the LIS and later using the
framework based approach. By matching the configurations, the provenance trace and
even visualizations of the datasets (by domain scientists), we verified that the execution
was actually reproduced. This was followed by changing the design of one of the experiments by the expert, thereby creating an experiment’s variant. And finally a non-expert
end user reproduced an experiment run’s variant with an altered set of parameter values.
These demonstrations exhibited the provenance capability of the framework for an experiment at the two distinct levels of preservation and reproduction - the experiment’s design
and its execution. Capturing changes made to the single ‘base’ ontology over a timeline of
subsequent experiment inclusions (Research Issue #1) exhibit the provenance at the third
level.
Theoretically there can be infinite ways to capture domain knowledge and construct
ontologies for a single experiment because domain engineering and construction of ontologies are subject to unique interpretations of knowledge modeling. Therefore a universal quantification of failure or success for any experiment’s capture based on a single
or finite number of interpretations can be misleading. However if with an experiment’s
description in the framework’s ontologies, we are able to successfully reproduce and cus29

tomize it, then that particular interpretation can be verified. These observations helped us
characterize such interpretations for our sample of experiments. The fundamental litmus
test of success or failure was to assess the impact of a non / partially captured fact on the
model’s semantics enabled interface or a partially / completely failed consistency check
of these domain facts which aggregate to construct the semantic interface itself. This was
done by comparing the conventional method to the one suggested here and analyzing any
deviations in end results by the expert. This case study conducted tests while attempting
to characterize its extent of success or failure.

3.3 Research Process Description
The research process started with a clear description of the objectives derived from
the hypothesis. This was followed by an exhaustive revision of similar and related investigations, the purpose of which was an attempt to eliminate any redundant work and also
to survey the best tools which can be used for the framework. These academic and open
source references broadly relate to the study of semantics. The next step was the skeletal
construction of the framework’s primary components (the ontological layered structures)
using the LIS configuration. A description of supporting middleware preceded the actual
validation of the framework using a Case study (Chapter 5) . During the course of this
study several characteristics of the framework were observed and based on those observations, it can be inferred whether the hypothesis was verifiable or not (or inconclusive).
The final step was the justification of the derived result and a description of potential future
work related to this research.
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CHAPTER 4
FRAMEWORK ARCHITECTURE

Experiments in the field of computational geosciences require data processing by complex configurable scientific models. Such a model is designed for specific areas of operation such as weather forecasting, simulation of climactic occurrences, complex visualization of datasets etc. Even within its niche functional area, its execution can be further controlled by means of an interface. This is to specialize its run for the purpose of
conducting experiments with precise objectives. The interface contains parameters with
well formed values, even slight variations of which can substantially alter the model’s response. A high level of domain expertise and familiarity with the model is required to
fully understand the impact of altering any parameters. Here we attempt to explain the
architecture of the framework, which is used to embed the expert’s domain knowledge and
the experiment’s semantics in the form of ontologies. These ontologies in turn oversee the
experiment’s setup, modification and execution. Besides controlling experiment setups using domain semantics, we also capture the provenance of the changes to the experiment’s
design and / or their corresponding execution cycles. Here, we discuss the architecture of
this framework and the methodology used to create it, use of which can support domain
semantics and provenance while remaining application independent.
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4.1 Tools
The core of the framework consists of the three semantic layers which contain hierarchically connected ontologies. These ontologies are built using two primary semantic
tools. The following subsections explain how and why these tools are useful in the operational setup.

4.1.1 OWL DL
The framework’s cardinal feature is the support of domain semantics and its ability to
record the evolution of an experiment’s design or its execution cycles. This required a
domain neutral vehicle for expressing relationships between abstract entities. These relationships could be of a variety of forms e.g. hierarchical order, restrictions on the range /
type / cardinality, set type relations, property based links etc. Our search for a tool which
could express a wide range of such associations described in a domain engineering effort
lead us to the Web Ontology Language [10]. OWL is built on top of RDF triplets and
is expressed physically in XML which can be conveniently parsed using knowledge of
accepted OWL constructs. OWL provides the ability to create a mesh of entities woven together by their attributes. These entities can represent categories of parameter descriptions
in a domain and their properties can represent the different kinds of relationships between
those parameters. OWL also provides a clear distinction between the schema definition of
these entities and their instantiation, analogous to our requirement of parameter design and
its instance level physical values. Besides, its extensible architecture is ideal for expressing semantics in an constantly evolving field of application such as scientific workflows.
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The language also supports reasoning and inference of new knowledge based on existing
definitions. This, in our case, can be leveraged to modulate the ontology’s response to the
choices of instantiation and consistency checks which rely on implicit knowledge based
reasoning.
To understand how these ontologies were used in creating this framework, let us follow the structural description of a domain fact’s semantics through the three layers. The
example in Figure 4.1 shows the definitions of this fact and its underlying structures from
all the three layers. We concentrate only on the characteristics which directly affect our
example. For a more detailed discussion of all permutated instance scenarios of a fact,
please refer to the Case Study (Chapter 5). For a detailed diagrammatic representation
of these semantic layers, please refer to Figure 4.4. These extracts are from the actual
ontologies created during the mapping of the LIS interface for the purpose of generalizing
and constructing the first version of the base ontology.
There was a requirement for conditionally enabling / disabling entire sections of parameters based on permissible values of another parameter. In other words, based on the
‘Forcing Option’, a single section of parameters would be enabled for the user to make
changes. This class of parameters required a rule which would infer whether all the parameters in this section, were in fact enabled or not. We can deduce from the ontology
that this group of different kind of parameters are denoted by <base:specialType> which
specializes its super class <base:Parameter>. As we later uncovered, there were other
special types of such parameters which had different rules executed on them or had a distinct relationships with the external helper components for supporting a complete picture
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Figure 4.1
Tri-Layered Excerpt
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of the semantics involved such as resource links / datasets. This class of conditionally enabled parameters are grouped under the specialization of <base:conditionallyEnabled>,
each possible instance of which can have up to a single form of boolean data type relationship indicating whether the rule inferred its inclusion in the current run or not. This base
ontology is imported in the configuration level description of the LIS defining individual
sections which are to be enabled or disabled, one of them being <config:NDLAS>. Since
there are other sections which are enabled or disabled, the NDLAS section was a subclass
of the class <base:conditionallyEnabled> and it dealt with this dependency for the forcing
option only. And finally, in the instance layer we show two closely related instances of the
NDLAS’s domain sizes which contain the schema defined boolean relationship imported
from the Configuration layer. The description logic rule defined for the forcing option on
firing will affect these two instances’s boolean relation <base:conditionallyEnabled>. In
fact all other such parameters instances coming under this class will be affected in a similar manner. Certain other properties of the two instances are also shown in the ontology
examples for a better understanding of instance level constructs.

4.1.2 SWRL
Amongst the three versions of OWL, we predictably chose the OWL Description Logic
due to its properties of decidability and seamless integration with a restricted first order
logic based rule expression language called SWRL. A rule is divided into two sets of predicate atoms namely a ‘consequent’ and an ‘antecedent’. Here a boolean conjunctive positive result deduced for all the ‘consequent’ predicates implies enforcing a positive boolean
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value for each predicate in the antecedent. In other words, the ‘consequent−antecedent’
relationship can be considered analogous to a cause−effect relationship, all predicates on
the ‘consequent’ being true causes the addition of inferred knowledge to the ontology thus
making it sufficient enough to make each predicate of the antecedent true as well. These
conjunctive constructs therefore allow us to create simple rule definitions which map a
domain expert’s description of relational logic between the parameter and / or their values
/ relationships and the restrictions on these. Although, many of these relational constraints
can be satisfied alone by OWL DL’s structural expressions, we noticed that some of the
logic defined for experiments relies on inferring meaning from dynamic classifications or
values of parameter instances which are altered due to customizations by a potential end
user at the instance level. SWRL rules can implement a majority of such logic on OWL
entities. Though SWRL is not a fully functional First Order Logic language, we required
some form of a generalized and integrated rule description approach. And this rule language was thus the closest match.
In order to better understand SWRL’s use in this framework, we borrow rule instances
from the same ontologies constructed for the LIS interface. We will use SWRL for three
primary purposes in our setup. The first is inferring new knowledge required for helper
components to identify the semantics of interaction between the core of the framework
and potential external resources or objects. Here we expand the instance discussed above
and describe the rule which deduces whether the section of parameters which come under
the <config:GDAS> class are enabled in the current execution.
conf ig : GDAS(?conf ig : individual1)∧conf ig : Base f orcing source(?conf ig :
individual2)∧base : is dependent upon(?conf ig : individual1, ?conf ig : individual2)∧
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base : hasSimpleV alue(?conf ig : individual2, ?conf ig : value2)∧swrlb : notEqual(?conf ig :
value2, 1) → base : is disabled in current run(?conf ig : individual1, true)
As the restricted first order logic conjunctive form rule suggests, every instance of
class <config:GDAS> is disabled in the current cycle of execution if the forcing option
specified in the configuration is not set to select a value indicating ‘GDAS’ in the instance
layer. Similar rules are written for other sections. Note however that since a parameter
such as the ‘forcing option’ is to be controlled depending on the experiment’s design, this
control is always a subset of the control imposed by the model’s original interface.
We also use SWRL to infer new knowledge which is consistent / inconsistent with the
current set of semantics. This new knowledge thus helps establish whether the instantiation
was consistent with the intended design of the experiment. To make this clearer, let us
consider the integration of SWRL with rule based constructs in the ontologies.

Figure 4.2
Instance Rule Integration
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Here in Figure 4.2 we use a construct mirrored in an instance of the LIS’s configuration
ontologies. This instance relies on a rule to infer its legitimacy. To explain this further, we
observe that the parameter instance ‘topography lower left lat’ represents a geographical
coordinate point’s x-axis value. This parameter is an instance of class <base:ruleValue>
implying that according to this base ontology class’s definition, its instances are necessarily exposed to a rule which infer its validity. There it has a boolean relationship indicating
whether it’s instantiation; in this case its value was concluded to be legal or not. Since this
effort concentrates on imposing a generic geographical bound, we impose a range limitation of +180 to −180 degrees on this coordinate parameter. In the real experiment this
was restricted further by the domain scientist to form an intersection with the more general
range rule above. The vanilla instance had an initial value of −59.999 and a boolean relationship called <config:isWithinEarthCoordinates>with its value as ‘true’ indicating that
this instance’s asserted value should be within our decided range of earth coordinates. The
vanilla version will thus infer a ‘true’ value but when an end user modifies this value and
commits a value outside the intersection of all permissible options, the same boolean property is deduced to be ‘false’. Since this property is declared to be structurally ‘functional’
in nature, this ‘false’ value would generate an inconsistency and prevent the end user’s
variant from driving the model. A ‘functional’ property can only have a single value in
its property domain. Therefore no matter how many of these properties are attached to an
instance, they should all point to one value, which in our vanilla instance was ‘true’. Using
such properties we construct rule integrated ontologies which infer new knowledge added
to the instance ontology and check its consistency before executing a model with it.
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A final use of SWRL rules is the derivation of one or more parameter values based
on relationships with other parameter(s). These n-ary relationships can be expressed using
similar combinations of ontology constructs and their corresponding rules as shown above.
Consider a simple rule based example taken from LIS’s interface ontologies.
base : ruleV alue(?conf ig : individual1) ∧ conf ig : enf orceEqual(?conf ig :
individual1, ?conf ig : individual2)∧base : hasSimpleV alue(?conf ig : individual2, ?conf ig :
value) → base : hasSimpleV alue(?conf ig : individual1, ?conf ig : value)
In this rule, one parameter derives a value based on a relationship with another parameter instance. To explain this further, the derivation relationship shown here is that of
simple equality. This means that the dependent instance simply copies the other instance’s
value through this relationship / rule. Note that we cannot cascade such a relationship as
there is no predictable way of controlling the firing sequence of these rules.
This is how we use rules to construct logic into our framework’s ontologies. Therefore
the domain expert’s description of constraints and logic on the experiment is in part supported by both the structural definitions and the description logic rules expressed over the
three layers of ontologies. Details of how these domain concepts are mapped to semantic
form in ontologies and later extensively tested can be found in the Case Study.

4.2 Components
Here we divide the framework’s architecture along functional lines to discuss individual components in detail.
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4.2.1 Semantic Layers
The semantic layers form the core of the framework’s functional setup. These layers are
responsible for recording and enforcing the domain semantics of a given experiment. They
also register the provenance of the experiment’s design and / or executions in the form of
variants stored in separate ontologies. The semantic layers are in fact a composite of
three conceptually distinct yet hierarchically connected layers. The following discussion
describe the individual layers in detail.

4.2.1.1 Base
Hierarchically lowest of the three, the base layer contains a single ‘base’ ontology. In
reality the ‘base’ ontology is expected to evolve over time by incorporating support for
new experiments in the layers above. Therefore the base layer contains multiple versions
of a growing ‘base’ ontology. However either the specific ‘base’ ontology imported to
create a unique given experiment or all the subsequent versions chronologically after it
(though superfluous) will support the created experiment. In subsequent versions however, the single ‘base’ ontology is extended to include a wider support for newly added
experiments while maintaining backward compatibility. The function of the base ontology is to define generic semantics for abstract parameters of any given experiment. This
implies that a high level categorization of parameters for a universal set of experiments
is organized in the form of classes with similar structural definitions and properties in the
‘base’ ontology. As explained later, these classes are specialized by experiment specific
subclasses in the following layers. To clarify this further, let us think of classes and rela40

tionships defined in the ‘base’ ontology as a blueprint for defining parameter descriptions
in the ‘Configuration Layer’ above it which defines the schema and metadata for each individual experimental parameter in those subclasses. This is why we can also label the
base layer as the ‘MetaMeta’ layer because it defines types and properties of the higher
‘Meta’ or Configuration layer. An absolute definition capable of supporting a universal set
of experimental parameter descriptions is unrealistic even with a large number of samples.
Therefore the ‘base’ ontology in subsequent versions supports newly added experiments
and in the process evolves incrementally. We should note that such increments should ideally not invalidate any previous knowledge. A more trivial derivation of this requirement
is that the evolution of the base ontology should not cause a consistency conflict with any
definitions which are part of previous versions. Invalidation and consistency conflicts are
different concepts. The former is hard to detect and suggests a metamorphosis of knowledge in some form whereas the latter can be detected using the current reasoner / inference
mechanism infrastructure of the framework.
The ontologies created in this framework define configuration parameters of models
which do not act in isolation. These models interact with system resources, environments,
input / output datasets and potentially other unique critical objects in an experiment, all of
which exist outside the model itself. The ontological constructs can fully support semantics only if it has at least a limited understanding of such interactions within that particular
experiment’s configuration. This gives rise to classes of parameter descriptions which have
a specialized purpose of defining such external interaction semantics. They can be generalized in the base ontology’s shared notations which helper components of the framework
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in turn use to support the model’s association with such objects. Though the type and
number of such generalized classes will vary, depending on factors such as notations and
desired complexity of external semantic support, they can all be included in a single point
in the framework − the ‘base’ ontology. This will ensure a non−redundant and convenient inheritance on a case-by-case experiment basis. As explained below, they can then
be specialized by adding experiment specific description in the ‘Configuration Layer’.

Figure 4.3
Architectural Overview
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4.2.1.2 Configuration
The second layer built on top of the ‘base’ layer consists of ontologies which contain
the structural and logical descriptions of parameters or parameter subclasses belonging
to a particular experiment. In other words abstract entity classes and relationships built
in the ‘base’ ontology and assumed common to several experiments are specialized as
actual parameter definitions in this layer. Therefore for an experiment, this is expressed
in the form of an ontology which derives the generic descriptions and properties from the
‘base’ ontology and adds / extends specific ones for this experiment. Ontologies at this
layer express attributes such as experiment specific properties, the possible range / type
of values for a parameter, its relationships with other parameters and constraints on those
relationships. Basically definitions at this layer are the realizations as subclasses of generic
declarations from the base ontology classes. They are now specialized and applicable to
the current experiment only. In other words the Configuration layer holds the formulated
design of the experiment. This specialization is also used to evolve the base ontology
over time. To explain this further, while constructing an experiment’s semantics, if an
uncovered property is identified to be unique or too specific to this experiment, then it
is included in the experiment’s ontology and therefore placed in the Configuration layer.
However, as mentioned before, if this property is ascertained to be of potential use in
multiple experiments, then instead of including its description in the Configuration layer,
we could generalize it in the ‘base’ ontology and in the process create the next version
of the ‘base’ ontology. This is how the Configuration layer contributes to the evolution
of the base layer. Note that though the Configuration layer experiment ontology defines
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possibilities of values, relationships and restrictions in the form of a semantic schema
which are in fact instantiated only when the parameter assumes an instance value in the
next layer called the Instance layer.

4.2.1.3 Instance
The top most layer contains ontologies representing a given experiment’s unique execution of the model. This implies that an ontology at this level contains real physical values
and actual existing relationships between parameters as opposed to a description of legal
possibilities in the lower Configuration layer or generalized classes of those possibilities
in the lowest ‘base’ layer. An instance level ontology imports its own experiment configuration containing the definition of parameter structures, relationships and constraints.
Since importing semantic definitions is a cascaded operation, it therefore in turn imports
the ‘base’ ontology’s definitions too. Therefore based on the parameter’s definition in the
Configuration layer, it is instantiated in the instance layer. Since OWL and SWRL rules
are applicable to instances only, to check the integrity of the instantiated properties with
the definitions from the previous layers, a reasoner and an inference engine is used. We
used a reasoner called ‘Pellet’ described in the next section. The rules which buttress
constraints imposed by the ontological structures in OWL are defined in SWRL and are
executed on the OWL constructs instantiated here. These rules are enforced by an inference engine which accepts as an input, a consistent instantiated ontology checked by the
reasoner along with the rules defined on it. As output the inference engine generates new
knowledge inferred by applying these rules to the ontology instance. These rules therefore
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helped us in either monotonic addition of knowledge or create new knowledge which is
inconsistent with the previous definitions and fail on a second round of reasoning. Either
way the rules enhance OWL’s capability to enforce constraints described by the domain
expert in the experiment’s configuration.

Figure 4.4
Semantic Layers

4.2.2 Supporting Components
As described above, the framework will contain several helper components which interface between the semantic layers, user, system and the model to provide an integrated capability of provenance enabled experiment semantics. We used a set of such external and
internally developed components to demonstrate this capability. Since the descriptions
and their domain semantics may vary, so will their interpretations by the number, type and
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complexity of such helper components. Thus we prefer to elaborate on these components
in terms of their respective roles in the framework, thereby emphasizing on such generalized functions rather than a decisive or universal implementation. We do however mention
the physical programs used / developed for these functions.

4.2.2.1 Tracer
Besides the capture of provenance in the form of subsequent versions for either the base
ontology, experimental designs from the Configuration layer or their respective legal executions from the instance layer, a technical characterization might help in the comprehension of the resources involved in the experiment’s model execution. We prototyped for
demonstrative purposes, an API level tracer program which captures low level system API
calls by any model and creates a composite of such a calls which contains the file resources
read and written, their sizes, a timeline of the entire operation and the memory used for
each resource. We stored this composite in a back end mySQL database and packaged it
with the instance ontology representing the execution. The whole idea was to give a clearer
picture of the execution process and potentially relate some of the resources described as
parameters in the configuration and instance ontologies to actual resources consumed or
produced by the model during its run. As is the case with all helper components here, this
was a capability for exhibiting the concept only and can be modified to characterize an
execution according to whatever is important for the experiment’s objective.
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4.2.2.2 Bridge
The semantic layers are formed of ontologies which represent experimental setups and
their executions. However after the instance level ontologies are confirmed to be consistent
with the experiment level design in the lower configuration and base layers, a mechanism
is required to map this instance level structure back to the model’s native interface. This
model interface or configuration could be of different physical forms for different models.
The ones which we used had ASCII configuration files. Therefore we built a regular expression based generic mapper program which was based on knowledge of the ontologies
and the interface. It maps an instance ontology’s values back to the model’s configuration,
which in turn drives its execution. It does so by using regular expressions and an API built
on top of OWL. The idea was to look for regular expression based delimiters in the configuration file with some tolerance for positional or alignment changes of markers. Therefore,
functionally this component can be perceived as a middleware between the semantic core
and the model’s native interface.

4.2.2.3 Reasoning Infrastructure
We used the Pellet OWL DL reasoner for enforcing associative restrictions on the ontologies based on their structural relationships. Here, the reasoner ensures that there are no
inconsistencies built into an ontology during its structural description, extension or instantiation. All the described properties and restrictions are accounted for thus any possibility
of inconsistencies are eliminated. The inference engine used here is called the Jess Rule
Engine which takes a consistent ontology from the reasoner and using the rules written for
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it, infers new knowledge. This knowledge if found inconsistent with the original description, helps uncover it. This inconsistency may arise from causes like improper extension
of ontologies, declaration of structures which conflict with the ones previously built, incorrect instantiation and so on. We can also use rules to infer new consistent knowledge
which may be critical e.g. for helper components to successfully perform a function or derived values in the model’s interface. This way the rules written in SWRL augment OWL
DL’s capability to reason or infer on ontologies based on their instantiated states.

4.2.2.4 User Interface
The ontologies are expressed in raw XML. We did use a simple text editor to edit some
of these semantic structures. However this process is arduous and might require a certain
level of comfort with the OWL syntax. A convenient solution is the usage a dynamic
user interface which allows construction of ontologies in the form of convenient visual
components and widgets. The interface should also provide for instantiation of a loaded
ontology where commonly used user interface features like checkboxes, drop down lists
and blank spaces are labeled and populated dynamically based on the contents of the ontologies used. We used Protégé [57] [12] for this purpose which provided a similar user
interface. More specialized UIs would be desirable in a potential future implementation.
Though this discussion concerns a better engineering effort or user experience it deserved
a mention given the nature of its target audience - the domain scientists and end users.
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4.2.2.5 Rule Extension
SWRL rules are supported by underlying implementations, analogous to methods of a
programming language. Besides a boolean return, they always have a boolean return type
because these extensions are used as individual atoms in a conjunctive restricted first order
logic SWRL rule. They also accept and assign values to any arguments passed and perform their functions within their respective bodies. These can be constructed using some
sort of bridge or middleware which interfaces the implementation with the rules and the
ontologies. We used the Jess rule bridge with Protégé [57] [12] to implement custom built
rules in Java implementations. As we have seen, the core and helper components described
above form the basic layout of the framework. Customizations of such a setup is not only
inevitable but advisable for a fully operational framework which is tightly coupled with
the experiment’s environment while providing features of reproducibility and extensions
of these setups.

4.3 Process
The following section outlines the process for constructing such a framework. This
starts from the first step of defining a vanilla ‘base’ ontology to subsequent steps of incorporating experiments and models for maturing it through captured ontologies.

4.3.1 Entry Point
As discussed before, a first effort construction of an absolute and universal base ontology
defining classes of generic parameters with their associated properties is a misleading and
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unrealistic goal, at least at the point of the framework’s initial construction. Therefore
maturing the ‘base’ ontology by subsequently incorporating a diverse set of experiments
while maintaining consistency with the previous experimental definitions is a better incremental approach. However even such an incremental approach would require a starting
point for the ‘base’ ontology. We can start by creating this first version of the ‘base’ ontology through classes of parameters, their properties and relationships with other classes by
generalizing parameter properties from a single model’s configuration. In a more comprehensive effort, this can be extended to a few models. We constructed the ‘base’ ontology
by adding classes and properties to it which could support the interface of the NASA LIS
in the Configuration layer. At this stage, it is advisable to use a bigger sample of parameter descriptions which therefore make it easier to conceptualize generalized classes and
relations at the ‘base’ ontology’s levels. Once we had the first version of the ‘base’ ontology, subsequent incorporations into the framework are experiments which generally use
or refine only a subset of the entire model’s configuration or parameter description.

4.3.2 Domain Engineering
The purpose of domain engineering was to conduct structured interview sessions with domain experts to gather comprehensive knowledge of the experiment. This may include its
purpose, the resources consumed or produced, the parameters which are customizable for
this experiment and their respective extents of customization in the form of any constraints,
the default values for the remainder of parameters, any external conditions or requirement
which is to be built into the ontology and / or supported by helper components.
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4.3.3 Configuration layer
Construct a Configuration layer ontology using OWL DL constructs and SWRL rules, for
the experiment by mapping the knowledge acquired in the previous step. While doing this,
ensure that these parameter descriptions of the experiment fit and therefore inherit all properties of one or more generic classes described in the ‘base’ ontology. This ensures that
all the constraints or special semantics for helper components applicable to those generic
classes in the ‘base’ ontology automatically apply to the configuration level parameter
descriptions as well, thereby eliminating redundancy and ensuring an overall cross layer
consistency of structure. If however a particular parameter description does not fit any
defined generic classes, then a generalization needs to be created in the ‘base’ ontology
for defining similar parameters here as well as in other future experiment. Thus we evolve
the base ontology to its next version.

4.3.4 Instance layer
Once the design declarations in the previous Configuration layer has been validated by a
reasoner, we instantiate those parameters by giving them real values and relations as opposed to the definition of permissible possibilities in the underlying layers. This is done
in the instance layer ontology followed by an inference engine’s generation of new knowledge based on the rules and the instantiated ontology. There are two purposes for this new
knowledge. The first is to check whether the newly inferred knowledge uncovers an inconsistency with the existing knowledge structure due to a potentially incorrect instantiation.
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The second purpose is to dynamically add inferred knowledge to the pre-existing semantic
structures based on the current instantiation.

4.3.5 Reverse Map
Once the above instance layer ontology has been analyzed to be consistent in all the ways
described above, we can safely modify the model’s native interface for an execution cycle by a reverse mapping of the instance level ontology back to the model’s interface. A
majority of the framework’s role has been completed at this stage. Technical runtime characterization of the model’s execution may proceed hereafter if the user desires to package
such a trace with an execution. This kind of characterization will be unique for each run
i.e. instance variant (explained in the section below).

4.3.6 Variants
Note that if in subsections 4.3.3 or 4.3.4 a previously created ontology exists, then these
are operations being performed to customize or modify either the experiment’s design in
Configuration layer or its execution values and relationships at the instance layer, which
therefore leads to the creation of new ontologies for design or instance variants respectively. The steps for reasoning and consistency checks using structural definitions or rules
will remain the same and hold the same purpose.
The heart of the framework’s provenance capability is exhibited by this concept of instance and design variants. Therefore we used the constructed LIS interface ontologies to
elaborate this idea further. Let us first look at an instance value based variant where alter-
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ing the physical values of parameters from their vanilla instances will change the model’s
execution and therefore is to be controlled. The example below is taken from the constructed ontologies which point to a parameter class created for the selection options of
the Land Surface Model (LSM) to be used with LIS. LIS itself allows the use of a few
different LSMs but lets say the enumerated class <config:Land Surface Model> representing this option in LIS’s configuration ontology allows a choice of only two such LSMs
namely ‘NOAH’ and ‘CLM’ corresponding to values ‘1’ and ‘2’ respectively. We’ve already discussed the enabling or disabling of sections of parameters using a dependence
relationship. Instead we focus on the two possible variants created by selecting either of
the LSMs. If P(x,p) is a function which returns the value from within the range of a single
property instance ‘p’ for an individual ‘x’ then this structural description can be captured
by the semantic definition
∀x∃y : hconf ig : Land Surf ace M odelix ∧ y ∧ P (x, p) ∈ si
there exists a relation ‘y’ of type <owl:DatatypeProperty> for an owl individual ‘x’ of type
<owl:Class> falling within the relationship y’s domain where y←<base: hasSimpleIntValue >. If such a relationship is found, then the value returned by function ‘P’ is checked
to exist in an unordered set of abstract values si . In this case si , an instantiation of this set is
defined as si ={1,2} for the two permissible Land Surface Models. Therefore an instance
level existence of every member from this set will cause the creation of a new variant.
Note that the LIS supports more than these models. However as its annotation tag of type
<rdfs:comment> states “1.NOAH, 2.CLM, 3.VIC, 4.Hyssib 7.Catchment (Experiment
Support: NOAH / CLM only)”, its design restricts the user to the use of these two LSMs
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only. This kind of fact is formally enforced by its structural definition in the Configuration
layer.

Figure 4.5
Variants A)Instance Value B)Instance Relationship C)Experimental Design

Now let us focus on creating a variant based on an relationship. Let us assume that
the more general base ontology’s <base:Parameter> class is one of the superclasses of
<config:Land Surface Model> thus its discussed instance ‘x’ is now an individual of
both the classes. We note that instances of <base:Parameter> can have a string dataype
<base:hasUnits> property which records the variable’s units. These variables generally
represent a climactic physical measurement and therefore always have a unit associated
with them. Since the instance ‘x’ now belongs to both the classes, this allows it to have a
‘hasUnit’ relationship which by domain semantics is incorrect − an enumerated selection
option cannot have any physical units. Therefore this change in an instance’s relationships creates an incorrect instance variant. For the sake of clarity, the stated problem can
be solved in two convenient ways. The first is defining ‘tighter’ semantics, i.e. defin54

ing relationships between exact classes instead of shared super classes. If the property
<base:hasUnit> has a domain restricted to <config:variables> (class actually used for
physical measurement outputs) instead of its more general super class in the ‘base’ ontology, then it will not allow association of this relationship with any other class. As is
the case here, it might not be possible to foresee such a problem at a later stage since
the relationships and the class, both were defined in the ‘base’ ontology whereas the suggested solution demands specificity in the Configuration layer, which was created at a later
stage for this experiment. Another way to work around this is to define mutually exclusive
classes where individuals are stated explicitly different and therefore an individual cannot
belong to both the class’s simultaneously. As is the case with semantic interpretations, a
given problem may have multiple approaches of solving it. We should also make a note
that such restrictions limit the semantic structure’s expressiveness and extensibility.
A third kind of variant concerns altering an experiment’s design at the Configuration
layer. If P’(x,p) be a function which returns a boolean check on the existence of a single
property instance ‘p’ for an individual ‘x’ then consider the semantic description
∀x∃!y : hbase : linkix ∧ y ∧ P 0 (x, p)
where y← <base: hasSimpleStringValue >. It is originally stated that there exists a
mandatory though single relationships for instance ‘x’, which points to a string type
datatype property which we suppose has the path to file for this link. A design change
is the replacement of ∃! (exactly one) by ∃ (at least one) which would allow alternative
sources of the common resource, thereby allowing the concept of mirror resources which
the helper components could utilize in case the original is found deficient in some way. A
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simple change here therefore alters the Configuration layer semantics of this experiment,
thereby creating a design variant.
As we have seen, these variants capture the provenance at three different levels, two
of which directly reflect the experiment’s design and execution semantics. The third type
of provenance concerns the evolution of the ‘base’ ontology where constructs are added to
support newer functionality in the layers above it.

4.4 Functions
As observed above, we summarize the principle functions of the framework and its
components. This will help in enhancing an understanding of the framework’s usage described above by relating the major functionalities of its components. Here we see how
the framework helps us address the following requirements.

4.4.1 Comprehension
The ontologies help logically divide the parameters into classes with different purposes
and properties, both at a general level and experiment specific level. This facilitates a natural and organized comprehension of the parameters used. This form of schematic layout
also provides us with a detailed network of their relationships with each other expressed
in natural domain semantics.

4.4.2 Control
The changes to an instance level ontology which represent the experiment’s instantiated
parameter values and relationships are checked by the configuration semantics defined for
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the experiment when it was created. The change of experimental design however is also
required to concur with any previous semantic structures or logic. The latter however is a
weaker restriction since an end user who has the ability to modify an experiment’s design
by making changes to the parameter description can also align any previous or preexisting
imported structures to be compatible with his modification. This is the reason why ideally,
the latter is done by another domain scientist and the consistency check here is more of an
enforced guideline rather than a restriction.

4.4.3 Provenance
Since the semantics representing the ‘base’ ontology at a given time in its timeline, a
particular experiment version or a particular instance”s execution values are all expressed
as unique ontologies, provenance is collected, stored and reproduced at three levels of the
semantics in this framework.

4.4.4 Evolution
The framework’s ability to keep the relationships and constraints intact in its instantiated form allows it to not only record and reproduce an experiment’s semantics (as stated
above) but also reuse / evolve these constructs while preserving their underlying logic in
part or as a whole. The example of design variants illustrates this concept by altering an
experiment’s configuration to serve a similar purpose. This can also be extended by utilizing a subset of the created semantic structures by simply importing and using them after
potential extensions / modifications.
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After this detailed discussion on the framework’s architecture, in the next chapter we
focus on subjecting this framework to a case study conducted within the GeoResource
Institute. The case study will involve the construction of similar integrated rule based
ontologies for at least a couple of experiments designed using different models by domain
experts.
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CHAPTER 5
CASE STUDIES

In the Framework’s architecture (Chapter 4), we discussed the structural and operational setup of the framework and its constituent components. At a macroscopic level,
the functions provided by these building blocks and the interfacing between them for the
intended end results was described in detail there. Each of these components were also
individually analyzed to elaborate further on the their respective sub-divisions and the
roles played by them which aggregated to that component’s expected functionality. These
framework modules were constructed using a combination of some of the surveyed semantic tools described in Chapter 2 and other peripheral supporting tools described in Chapter
4 (Framework Architecture). Therefore, the first research issue which pertains to defining
the framework was verified in our treatment of its Architecture and the associated tools
used to realize it.
Here, we use the described framework to capture and conduct two experiments in the
domain of geosciences. These are computational scientific experiments conducted at the
GeoResources Institute (GRI) , High Performance Computing Collaboratory (HPCC), the
respective objectives of which were decided by three domain experts working at the GRI.
The purpose of these case studies was to verify the remaining research issues derived from
the hypothesis. This was done by incorporating two experiments conducted in the do59

main of geosciences with the help of different models respectively. Initial interview and
review sessions were conducted with the experts to decide on potential experiments which
could be used to characterize the framework’s stated ability of capturing semantics and
provenance. A set of questions (Appendix A) were used to structure the domain scientist’s responses. The purpose of these questions was to learn more about the experiment
while simultaneously increase familiarity with the models used. The intended result was to
record the scientist’s expertise on these experiments, their corresponding models and the
domain concepts in an alternative model interface which is expressed in semantic notation
and tweaked for the purpose of this experiment. The idea was to conveniently replicate
and / or modify the execution of these computational experiments within well defined
bounds. Based on the feedback from the structured questionnaire, follow up domain engineering reviews were conducted using experiment / model specific information in the
form of documentation, previous run instances, references and meetings. The information
acquired at this stage was then used to construct a connected mesh of hierarchical ontologies in the framework’s previously described semantic layers. Below we characterize the
extent of success (or failure) achieved in such a capture for both the experiments. Postcapture mapping of domain knowledge to the construction of these semantic structures
involved substantial information modeling, which at every instance is subject to interpretation. Therefore we do not claim that these ontologies are the best and what could be an
even more unverifiable claim, the only possible design for capturing semantics of a given
experiment. The tests conducted here measure this particular case study’s suggested se-
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mantics based approach while laying more emphasis on the methodology and the concept
of the framework based strategy.

5.1 Case Study-I: Land Information System
The experiment described here is based on the NASA Land Information System [38] [8]
(LIS) model used for computing a forecasted set of energy and water components classified into four categories on a single given geographical area. The preprocessed data
which describes the land surface, its associated geophysical and environmental factors are
fed as input data to the LIS. These are then used to predict water and energy balance
measurements such as geological quantities, fluxes, ratios etc. The area of consideration
for this demonstrated experimental instance is a patch of land in the Grenada county of
north Mississippi. A chosen subset of LIS’s original 42 output variables were enabled for
this experimental run. The LIS in a given run uses one of the three currently supported
Land Surface Models, each different from the other in their respective interfaces, required
inputs, techniques of prediction and therefore their individual outputs. The permissible
Land Surface Model for the purpose of this experiment is the NOAH / NCEP LSM. The
prediction of these geophysical measurements have a diverse set of applications and impact several socio-economic factors. Let us observe the framework’s performance for this
experiment.
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5.1.1 Reproduction and Variants
We tested the framework’s capability of reproducing this experiment by using the instance
level rule enforced and semantically correct ontologies to create the model’s interface,
contents of which were identical to the original configuration and used it to drive this
run. A prerequisite to this step was ensuring that the instantiated parameter structure and
values are consistent with the defined configuration level semantics. In other words, the
domain scientist’s schema of constraints and relationships between the various parameters
of the model’s interface were formally verified before these parameter values were used
to drive the model’s execution. These were then mapped onto the model’s interface using
the bridge discussed earlier. In Figure 5.1(a), the ‘Surface Temperature’ − one of the output measurements is forecasted and visualized in a ‘Color Filled Contour Plan View’ at
a time coordinate of 31st August 2006 15:00 GMT for a subset of the geographical area
described above. This output was taken from the experimental run conducted using the
model’s conventional interface i.e. ‘lis.config’. Being a flat file it had no scope for formal relationships, restrictions, inter−parameter dependence or any kind of higher domain
semantics. Figure 5.1(b) shows the experiment’s reproduction by an interface, contents
of which were created from the semantic description of this experiment after verifying all
relationships, dependencies and restrictions imposed by its design. The choices of parameter value instances were deliberately made in a manner which was not only permissible
by this experiment’s design but also equivalent to the first experimental run (the conventional run described using Figure 5.1(a)). The ‘Surface Temperature’ from this semantic
run was plotted again for the same geographical area and time coordinate. It was verified
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by the domain expert and the two model interface instances that the two executions were
alike. We also compared the tracer’s capture of the original run to the reproduced execution. These respective trace composites recorded and stored in the database confirmed the
executions to be identical. A portion from this traced runtime API composite stored in a
mySQL backend is shown in Figure 5.2. As discussed earlier, the tracer was developed
to characterize the technical runtime behavior of the model and its execution. Using various properties like the types / modes of file resources produced / consumed, relative time
sequence of steps, type of operations performed and hash values calculated on attributes
such as location and the size of these file resources, the tracer can technically fingerprint
a model’s execution at a low level of input / output files. The fingerprints from the two
runs i.e. using a conventional interface in Figure 5.1(a) and the semantics based interface
in Figure 5.1(b), helped us confirm that the experiment was successfully reproduced. Note
that the tracing mechanism used here is not a scalable technique at present, e.g. for very
large geographical domains / datasets.
One of the principle stated abilities of the framework is the capture of provenance for
such an experiment. This includes the capability to record any alterations even within the
constraints defined by the expert. We had previously defined the provenance recorded by
this framework in the form of instance and design level variants. The former can be created for every permutation of possible instantiations which are legally within the design’s
scope. These instance variants are generally created and used by users who are or play
the role of a non-expert. A non-expert typically is a person who is trying to replicate the
experiment’s execution, with or without customizations. He is expected to have little or
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Figure 5.1
LIS: (a)Conventional Run (b)Semantic Reproduction (c)Instance Variant
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no knowledge about the model or its experiment but has an interest in its end result. Since
he is not an authority on the experiment, the semantics recorded from the domain expert’s
description of the experiment assist him in comprehending / recreating / customizing an
execution cycle and its results. Figure 5.1(c) shows such an instance level variant where
the spatial resolution was changed to one of the three permissible values deduced by multiple constraints. For this run it was changed to

1 th
(resolution
5

value changed from 0.01 to

0.05 degrees) of the original resolution. Frequency of the output interval was also changed
for this run to

1 rd
3

(output frequency changed from every 1 hour to every 3 hours) of what

it was originally set to in the vanilla version. These steps were permitted by the experiment’s design to allow a non-expert role with fewer computation or storage resources to
run the experiment. A reduced frequency of output and a lower resolution will predictably
be less resource intensive while preserving the basic purpose of the experiment. Despite
an intact structural integrity of the experiment, this instance variant with lower resolution
might not be usable in certain applications which require accuracy. This property can be
observed in Figure 5.1(c) which shows a more coarse and averaged sampling for the same
area when compared to the preceding and more precise higher resolution original plots in
Figure 5.1(a)/(b). Note that since this instance variant was allowed to be mapped onto the
model’s interface, it is technically legal in definition of the experiment’s semantics.
Now consider a design variant where the domain expert uses a rule description to impose a condition. The condition states that at an instance level, if ‘Soil Moisture’ is enabled
as one of the output variables of the model, then the user’s selection of a geographical domain for which the experiment / model will be executed cannot include coordinates too
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Figure 5.2
Tracer Capture: LIS Experiment
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close to a water body. Another rule ensures that this region falls within the initial geographical coordinate bounds for which this experiment was set up. In this case the water
body is the Grenada lake and the coordinates which are defined by the expert to be ‘too
close’, therefore mandatorily excluded from this run are outlined in the ‘Soil Moisture’
isosurface plot in Figure 5.3(b). Figure 5.3(b) represents a 3D iso-surface plot of the ‘Soil
Moisture’ values created for the geographical domain mentioned above where the area
enclosed by the elliptical marker represents the region in and around the water body of
Grenada lake. Therefore the coordinates within this marker are prohibited from being included in an execution by this experiment’s design definition. A subset of the permitted
domain minus the area enclosed by these coordinates should thus be a legal execution instance. A design variant was created in which the above restriction for water bodies was
waived in the design of the experiment, therefore this condition was removed from its semantic definition too. The change now allowed the geographical area to be a proper subset
of the entire original or vanilla domain specified initially and represented in Figure 5.3(b)
without any restriction (including the marked space). As Figure 5.3(a) explains in a value
plot of ‘Soil Moisture’ against time, the red and white plots represent measures of ‘Soil
Moisture’ for coordinates within the marked space, inclusion of which was prohibited in
the original experiment but permissible by this ‘liberal’ design variant. The original experiment would only permit the execution of a domain which did not allow the inclusion
of the marked prohibited area. This is shown in the remaining three plots which were
legal according to the original experiment and are picked randomly from the area outside
the marker, therefore exhibiting consistent values not affected by the water body. Their
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proximity to the Grenada lake predictably produces consistently higher moisture levels
when compared to the remaining three measured plots scattered through out the rest of the
geographical domain. Thus this design variant, which removes a configuration level restriction, can substantially impact the end results and estimates for any follow−up actions
and therefore requires some level of domain expertise to truly assess its impact. This is
why it was formulated by the domain scientist.
As the evidence reported above suggests, we were able to reproduce the exact experiment instance using the model’s interface created by the semantic definition. We were also
able to use this definition to make execution level changes (in this case parameter values)
to create an instance variant. And finally we altered the definition itself to produce a design
variant from the original experiment configuration. Thus the framework was able to satisfy
the research issue (#4) of providing a platform for capturing, retaining and reproducing the
provenance of this experiment.

Figure 5.3
(a)Soil Moisture Restriction (b)Isosurface plot of Soil Moisture
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5.1.2 Semantic Capture
As mentioned earlier, the domain engineering effort was followed by the mapping of expert’s description of restrictions in the ontologies by replicating the experiment’s domain
concepts onto the semantic structures. These constructed ontologies conceptually existed
in three separate layers. This was done to maintain a clear separation between an experiment’s design, its run instances and a common dynamic and evolving foundational
layer containing a single ontology and supporting all experiments. The first version of the
‘base’ ontology was constructed by generalizing concepts from the LIS’s general model
interface. Its next increment of modifications came with the capture of these experiments.
As shown in Figure 5.4(a), the base ontology underwent several changes to not only align
itself better to support the knowledge structures required for this experiment but to also
evolve several other concepts which were missed or incorrectly interpreted in its initial
construction phase. This suggested that after this experiment’s incorporation, the base
ontology should be relatively more mature than its previous version.
The additions (7 in all) were mostly experiment specific rule based custom extensions.
These extensions were used in encoding the domain expert’s custom logic into the experiment’s ontologies. They were built and incorporated in a manner which made them
more generic than what was required for this particular experiment. The idea was to allow
potential reuse of these extensions if and when a similar logic requirement arose in the
future. The retractions discarded some of the constructs which were judged ineffectual in
adding any real value to the semantics. The extensions enhanced some of the existing concepts whereas the modifications dealt with making the existing base ontology constructs
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Figure 5.4
(a)Base Ontology Evolution (b)Capture Characterization

useful in context of this experiment while simultaneously remaining compatible with any
potential uses previously. Figure 5.4(a) represents the changes made to the ‘base’ ontology while incorporating this experiment. Here, the number of addition were 7 in all,
extensions being 5, retractions equaled 3 and the modification were restricted to 5 in number. Figure 5.4(b) also shows the number of concepts from the domain engineering effort
which were captured being substantially higher than the ones which were not / partially
captured - 133(∼ 71%) experiment concepts / facts were captured out of the a total of 187,
30(∼ 16%) of remainder were not captured and the remaining 24(∼ 13%) were captured
with the help of extensions in rules. With a sufficient engineering effort, most concepts in
the partially captured category could be transformed to external rule based extensions and
shared as part of this experiment’s framework infrastructure. These captures represent real
semantic facts, examples of which are discussed in the following section of Integrity Tests.
They therefore address the research issue (#2) of characterizing the capture of experiment
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semantics as part of the framework. The following section will also analyze the causes of
failure in these integrity tests of semantic definitions.

5.1.3 Integrity Tests
Let us look at a few individual tests to check the integrity of the facts captured in these
ontologies. These integrity tests leverage the semantic infrastructure of the framework
(the reasoner and inference engine) to infer new knowledge or establish whether the the
active ontology corresponding to an experiment instance is in a consistent state or not.
Varying instantiated values, relationships and other structural restrictions in the semantic descriptions of experiment facts (as described below) are fed as input for these tests.
The results generated by the infrastructure described earlier is used to assess the outcome
of these integrity tests and thus the validity of the captured semantics. Given the space
constraint of this document and the voluminous ontologies created for these experiments,
we will restrict ourselves to the description of tests for ontology classes which represent
the different types of facts we observed during the domain engineering effort. We also
demonstrate test cases conducted on its sample instances. Though these tests describe
only a subset of the entire ontology, they should adequately demonstrate the procedure of
integrity checks on the experiment’s ontologies and explain the concepts involved. These
tests were checks to verify the claim of the framework’s ability to control the experiment’s
execution in accordance to the domain expert’s description or design of the experiment.
Therefore these integrity tests address the research issue of extending privileges on the
model’s execution through restrictions which are part of its design. The examples given
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to discuss the types of facts uncovered during this case study show how a domain concept
is captured as a semantic fact (and later translated to an ontology). This portion of the integrity tests therefore also address in part the research issue of capturing domain concepts
for a model’s configuration. Broadly, the intergrity tests described below were performed
in the following steps:
• The fact type and a sample fact was described including specific constraints.
• Results of enforcing these constraints by the reasoner / inference engine within the
framework were observed and recorded.
• These observations were compared against their corresponding specifications (described in the first step) to determine the success or failure (or partial success or
failure) of these tests.
1. Fact Type: Fact Classification and Associated Property Structures.
Description: Here we demonstrate the structural definition of general domain concepts and their property associations along with the integrity checks performed on
this experimental fact. The instance (corresponding to the fact) under consideration
here represents the domain based description of parameters which represent input /
output scientific measurements for the various geophysical phenomenons.
Experiment Fact: Some parameters have an annotated description which may contain at the most one instance of a standard name, units and a convention name. The
description may also contain as many ‘example’ values to help the end user.
∀ < baseLSM : Description >x:x is an instance of an equivalent class C ≡
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• v | < baseLSM : hasU nits > | ≤ 1u
• v | < baseLSM : convention > | ≤ 1u
• v | < baseLSM : hasStandardN ame > | ≤ 1u
• v C0
Explanation: Here an instance ‘x’ of the class <baseLSM:Description> has relations ‘r’← ‘hasUnits’, ‘convention’ and ‘hasStandardName’ derived from the base
ontology (aliased as ‘baseLSM’) and where ‘|r|’ represents r’s cardinality. C’ can
range from ∅ to any further specialization of this class or relations which are not ‘r’
and whose respective domains include this class. The former is normally done in the
form of subclasses or further categorization of this class. Also note that ‘configLSM’
is an alias for the configuration level ontology of this experiment and ‘vanilla’ is an
alias for the first instantiated ontology of parameters and relationships created by the
expert. As explained in the earlier chapter the ‘vanilla’ version is the first instance
level consistent ontology presented to the user and any changes to this first ontology,
though within the defined bounds, creates instance variants. To create design variants, one will have to create an alternative version of ‘configLSM’ thereby creating a
new variant of the experiment itself. These notations will remain applicable to all the
subsequent integrity checks as well. Also note that we have skipped the implied superclass ‘owl:Thing’ for all ontology classes as this is a redundant fact. For the purpose of this test we take ‘x’←<vanilla:Lwnet> which is an instance for the model’s
output parameter ‘Net Longwave Radiation’. To test the imposed restriction on the
number of relations here here we vary the <baseLSM:hasUnits> relation’s cardinality i.e. number of distinct relationship instances with <vanilla:Lwnet>, thereby
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checking whether it is consistent with experimental definition of having a maximum of one standard unit. After describing these constraints in the ontology, these
integrity checks were executed.
• | <baseLSM:hasUnits> |==0 Inferred Result:Consistent(Pass)
• | <baseLSM:hasUnits> |==1 Inferred Result:Consistent(Pass)
• | <baseLSM:hasUnits> |==2 Inferred Result:Inconsistent(Pass)
Therefore this fact’s integrity in the framework’s ontologies is derived to be a success.
2. Fact Type: Hierarchically Specialized Fact
Description: Here we discuss the idea of specializing domain concepts in a hierarchical and organized manner along with the integrity checks performed on it. To
analyze this concept of generalized structures which reuse their properties by inherited specialized sub-categorizations which which mirror more specific domain facts,
we use the output variables of the LIS NOAH model. These variables defined in the
configuration layer ontology specialize the description of an abstract parameter fact
which is experiment neutral and inherited from the base ontology layer.
Experiment Fact: The LIS’s 49 Output Variables are required to have at least a
single instance of the ‘Description’ class explained above. Inherited features from
the experiment neutral ‘Parameter’ class definition from the base ontology also refer
to the inclusion of an optional regular expression based delimiter used by the Bridge
helper component to track down this parameter in the model’s original interface
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format (in this case an ASCII file), a mandatory label which uniquely identifies an
individual of this class and an optional value of the parameter.
∀ < conf igLSM : Output V ariables >x:x is an instance of an equivalent class
C≡
• v | < baseLSM : hasDescription > | ≥ 1u
• v< baseLSM : P arameter > u
– v | < baseLSM : hasDelimiter > | ≤ 1u
– v | < baseLSM : has label > | = 1u
– v | < baseLSM : hasSimpleV alue > | ≤ 1u
• v C0
Explanation: Depending on the need or type of individual in question, optional
relations specified in an experiment’s schema allow the flexibility of instantiating
zero or more relationships at the instance level. For example, the generic class
<baseLSM: Parameter> described above, allows two optional relations with only
an upper bound imposed on their instance cardinalities. Here the individual (or instance) ‘x’←<vanilla:Latent Heat Flux> of class <configLSM:Output Variables>
will be tested against the two constraints described above. These constraints exist on the properties of <baseLSM: hasDescription> and <baseLSM:has label>.
As shown above, since we have classified <configLSM: Output Variables> as a
specialized type of <baseLSM:Parameter>, it inherits the three properties from its
superclass in the base ontology. Out of these we test the <baseLSM:has label>
property’s cardinality constraint. The other property tested here is the <baseLSM:
hasDescription> which by the description stated above, is the only differentiator between the experiment neutral and abstract ‘Parameter’ class and LIS specific ‘Output
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Variables’ i.e. this property will mandatorily exist in all output parameter instances
coming from the <configLSM:Output Variables> class but not essentially for instances of the more general superclass - <baseLSM:Parameter> which is a class
of any general parameter in any model’s interface and not just restricted to the output variables of the LIS. We now conduct the following instantiation tests for the
individual <vanilla:Latent Heat Flux> when
• | <baseLSM:hasDescription> |==0 related to ∅ Inferred Result: Consistent
(Fail)
• | <baseLSM:hasDescription> |==1 relates this instance to <vanilla:Lwnet>,
an instance of <baseLSM:Description> class Inferred Result: Consistent(Pass)
• | <baseLSM:hasDescription> |==2 relates this instance to <vanilla:Lwnet>
and <vanilla:Qle> both instances of <baseLSM:Description> class. Inferred
Result: Consistent(Pass)
• | <baseLSM:hasLabel> |==0 Inferred Result: Consistent(Fail)
• | <baseLSM:hasLabel> |==1 Inferred Result: Consistent(Pass)
• | <baseLSM:hasLabel> |==2 Inferred Result: Inconsistent(Pass)
Integrity failed in two test cases where according to the restrictions imposed in the
design, the number of property instances were required to be a minimum or exact
number. This happened due to the nature of the semantic tools used which unlike
conventional closed systems, follow an Open World Assumption. Here absence of
knowledge does not imply a classical negation or failure. Where the number of properties were derived to be less than the required cardinality, the knowledge structure
does not make any assumptions about their existence and therefore remains consistent. Same is the case with the requirement of an exact number of properties.
However in both cases when the number of instances exceeded the required number,
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explicitly asserted knowledge within the semantic structures violate the property
constraints, therefore result in an inconsistent state. To make a general statement,
due to the Web Ontology Language and the Semantic Web Rule Language’s Open
World Assumption, any instances where the amount of explicitly asserted information is less than the required knowledge to check a constraint, the framework will
assume a consistent state. Open World Assumption is an inherent strength of semantics since it allows for an unhindered expansion of knowledge structures over
time without making any assumption of what is not known. To work around this for
the purpose of our application, a proper closure mechanism is required which based
on instance level relations and values, can explicitly add knowledge on the fly to the
ontologies and trap an exception with less information by closing the system at the
instance level itself. This is discussed briefly as a potential Future Work.
3. Fact Type: Value Restricted Facts
Description: Here we demonstrate the idea of restricting the range of possible values
for a given parameter and test the integrity for such an enumeration. To explain this
concept, we use an LIS parameter which represents the desired geographic domain
resolution for a single run’s output. This value is not allowed to be arbitrary in the
experiment and is restricted by the scientist.
Experiment Fact: Some of the parameters enable the selections which affect model
execution characteristics. These may range from the methodology used for computation to the target subcomponents which will be used in this run. e.g. the LIS
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uses one of the three current available Land Surface Models and based on this selection (which itself is restricted for this experiment) other corresponding parameters
are affected. These are generally based on a selection from a pre-specified set. An
experiment should be able to restrict such a list for the model’s execution.
∀ < baseLSM : enumV alue >x:x is an instance of an equivalent class C ≡
• v< baseLSM : P arameter > u
• v | < baseLSM : enum explanation > | = 1u
• v C0
Explanation: To understand this better, we refer to a specialized class C’ which
has a generalized data type property - <baseLSM:hasSimpleValue>, the domain
of which is C’ and the range is an unordered set of ‘i’ permissible values in v i .
This set contains the original group of values allowed by the model’s interface
which is also built into the semantics of the experiment. The experiment now describes a restriction where instead of using vi as the property’s range, vj0 becomes
the restricted range of the property for all instances of the same class C’ where
vj0 ⊆vi . Therefore ‘i’≥‘j’ where ‘j’ values represent the domain expert’s restricted
selection based on some condition(s) applicable to this experiment. Here we test
this generalized listing capability for instance ‘x’ of class <configLSM:x> where
‘x’←<vanilla:run domain resolution dx>. This instance also belongs to the base
ontology class <baseLSM:enumValue> mentioned earlier because <configLSM:x>
v <configLSM:resolution> v <baseLSM:enumValue>. The class <configLSM:
x> instantiates the parameter <vanilla:run domain resolution dx> which falls within
the domain of the generic value property <baseLSM:hasSimpleValue>. In this case
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the property is further restricted to decimal values by specialization to a <baseLSM:
hasSimpleDecimalValue> sub-property. Now since useful resolutions for most geosciences applications require a value in the lower decimals, theoretically there can
be infinite such values contained in the set of permissible values - v’ j . The domain
scientist however specified a restriction of this resolution to three possible values
0.01, 0.05 or 0.15. The pre-processed data supporting the three resolutions was to
be published as part of the experiment and therefore arbitrary figures were prohibited. Therefore v’j ={0.01, 0.05, 0.15} and it is easy to see that v’j ⊆vi . If P(x,p) be
a function which returns value from within the range of a single property instance
‘p’ for an individual ‘x’ then the following results were observed
• when P(<vanilla:run domain resolution dx>, <baseLSM:hasSimpleValue>)
= 0.01 then Inferred Result:Consistent(Pass)
• when P(<vanilla:run domain resolution dx>, <baseLSM:hasSimpleValue>)
= 0.03 then Inferred Result:Inconsistent(Pass)
• when P(<vanilla:run domain resolution dx>, <baseLSM:hasSimpleValue>)
= 0.05 then Inferred Result:Consistent(Pass)
• when P(<vanilla:run domain resolution dx>, <baseLSM:hasSimpleValue>)
= 0.09 then Inferred Result:Inconsistent(Pass)
• when P(<vanilla:run domain resolution dx>, <baseLSM:hasSimpleValue>)
= 0.15 then Inferred Result:Consistent(Pass)
Therefore the above capability of restricting parameter values to a specific type and
listed values is verified. Besides lists, restrictions can also be set by dynamic numeric ranges, type of values, number of possible values etc. To enhance control and
establish dependencies on these values, rules are used in the ontologies, a few of
which are tested below.
4. Fact Type: Derivation Based Relations
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Description: Here we demonstrate the concept of deriving a parameter value based
on dependencies from other instantiated parameters in the model’s interface. We
also perform integrity checks for such a scenario. In this experiment there was a
stated requirement of deriving the value for the number of coordinates or spatial
points for which the output data would be generated. This was to be calculated using a simple formula

M axCoordinatex/y −M inCoordinatex/y +0.01
rx/y

where the maximum and

minimum coordinates for ‘x’ and ‘y’ are instances of the <baseLSM:LatLon> v
<baseLSM:Domain> class and the axes resolutions are represented by individuals
of the <configLSM:resolution> class. This is to facilitate the user’s comprehension
of the geographical domain size and eventually the anticipated output size / quality
of the model’s execution for any further processing. Note that this particular derived
parameter is not ‘active’ i.e. will not be mapped onto the model’s interface using
the ‘Bridge’ (refer to Architecture). Sometimes these kind of ‘passive’ parameters
are used by helper components, for comprehension or to derive values which are
checked for certain properties e.g. this one’s value explains whether the domain
axes resolutions aligned perfectly with the corresponding domain bounds. If they
don’t, then the value of this derived parameter will be a decimal which will be reasoned as an inconsistent state according to our semantic definition. Also passive
parameters are also used for common helper components which will post-process
the output to quickly extract valuable information, derivation of which is unique
for each experiment and otherwise would require tweaked helper components for
individual configurations / experiments.
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Experiment Fact: A map interface which provides feedback to the user will be very
helpful where the domain grid size should be calculated based on the domain coordinates and resolution. They should also align perfectly.
∀ < baseLSM : nx >x:x is an instance of an equivalent class C ≡
• v< baseLSM : CoordinateP oints >v< baseLSM : indirect >v<
baseLSM : link >v< baseLSM : P arameter > u
– v | < baseLSM : hasDelimiter > | ≤ 1u
– v | < baseLSM : has label > | = 1u
– v | < baseLSM : hasSimpleV alue > | ≤ 1u
• v ∃ < baseLSM : hasSimpleIntV alue > with range:< xsd : int >
• v C0
Explanation: In generalized form we express a relation ‘x’1..n `r ‘y’ i.e. parameter
‘y’ can be determined using a defined rule ‘r’ (or set of rules) of derivation based
on ‘n’ parameters contained within the ontology. Here the domain grid size is deduced using the rule given above. An additional constraint is imposed in the form
of its value to be an integer as a decimal size would indicate a misalignment between the resolution and the instance level domain grid size because a floating point
grid size cannot exist. Another point to be noted is the transitive inheritance of the
properties from the base ontology class <baseLSM:Parameter> which is a super
class three levels above. The grid size for each each axis is calculated from individual coordinate extremes of the geographical domain and the domain resolution
is extracted from individuals of the <configLSM:resolution> class. If P(x,p) be a
function which returns value from within the range of a single property instance ‘p’
for an individual ‘x’ then the following results were observed
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• when P(<Run Domain Lower Left Lat >, < baseLSM: hasSimpleValue >) =
32.23, P(<Run Domain Upper Right Lat >, < baseLSM: hasSimpleValue>)
= 34.78, P(<Run Domain Lower Left Longitude>, < baseLSM: hasSimpleValue >) = -91.78, P(<Run Domain Upper Right Lon>, < baseLSM: hasSimpleValue >) = -89.23, P(<run domain resolution dx>, < baseLSM: hasSimpleValue >) = 0.01 and P(<run domain resolution dy>, < baseLSM: hasSimpleValue >) = 0.01 derived P(< Number of Coordinate PointsX>, <
baseLSM: hasSimpleIntValue >) = 256 (Pass) and derived P(<Number of
Coordinate PointsY>, < baseLSM: hasSimpleIntValue >) = 256 (Pass) Inferred Result on Value Restriction: Consistent(Pass)
• when P(<Run Domain Lower Left Lat>, < baseLSM: hasSimpleValue >) =
32.23, P(<Run Domain Upper Right Lat>, < baseLSM: hasSimpleValue >)
= 34.78,P(<Run Domain Lower Left Longitude >, < baseLSM: hasSimpleValue >) = -91.78, P(<Run Domain Upper Right Lon>, < baseLSM: hasSimpleValue >) = -89.23,P(<run domain resolution dx>, < baseLSM: hasSimpleValue >) = 0.03 and P(<run domain resolution dy>, < baseLSM: hasSimpleValue >) = 0.03 derived P(<Number of Coordinate PointsX>, <
baseLSM: hasSimpleIntValue >) = 85.33(Pass) and derived P(<Number of
Coordinate PointsY>, < baseLSM: hasSimpleIntValue >) = 85.33(Pass) Inferred Result on Value Restriction: Inconsistent(Pass)
• when P(<Run Domain Lower Left Lat>, < baseLSM: hasSimpleValue >) =
33.66,P(<Run Domain Upper Right Lat>, < baseLSM: hasSimpleValue >)
= 33.83,P(<Run Domain Lower Left Longitude>, < baseLSM: hasSimpleValue >) = -89.76, P(<Run Domain Upper Right Lon>, < baseLSM: hasSimpleValue >) = -89.21,P(<run domain resolution dx>, < baseLSM: hasSimpleValue >) = 0.01 and P(<run domain resolution dy>, < baseLSM: hasSimpleValue >) = 0.01 derived P(<Number of Coordinate PointsX>, <
baseLSM: hasSimpleIntValue >) = 56(Pass) and derived P(<Number of Coordinate PointsY>, < baseLSM: hasSimpleIntValue >) = 18(Pass) Inferred Result on Value Restriction:Consistent(Pass)
5. Fact Type: Conditional Relationships
Description:Here we demonstrate the concept of a conditional restriction where a
causal relationship can be established between parameters based on a set of restrictions imposed. We will also perform integrity checks on such a relationship. To
explain this concept, we refer to the same instance used to create a design variant
for this experiment. The LIS NOAH model’s execution has a ‘Soil Moisture’ mea82

surement predicted in four vertical layers of the soil. If the user were to enable
the output of this variable, the domain scientist requested a mandatory exclusion of
regions too close to the water body. This is because such an area would have an
inconsistently higher moisture readings and would therefore statistically affect the
overall characterization for the execution area. This kind of conditional restriction
will be exhibited here. If P(x,p) be a function which returns value from within the
range of a single property instance ‘p’ for an individual ‘x’ then the following results
were observed
Experiment Fact: Even within the defined restriction of the run domain to be a
subset of the ‘Soil Maps’, iff the user decides to enable the ‘Soil Moisture’ output
variable, restrict the run domain further to exclude any areas close to a water body
(coordinates provided).
∀ < conf igLSM : Output V ariables Binary > x:x is an instance of an equivalent class C ≡
• P (x, < baseLSM : hasSimpleV alue >) = {0, 1}u
• v< baseLSM : enumV alue > u
– | < baseLSM : enum explanation > | == 1
• v< baseLSM : P arameter > u
– v | < baseLSM : hasDelimiter > | ≤ 1u
– v | < baseLSM : has label > | = 1u
– v | < baseLSM : hasSimpleV alue > | ≤ 1u
Explanation: In generalized form a conditional fact is stated where an instance ‘x’
representing a parameter having ‘n’ properties p1..n which are affected in some manner by a rule (or a set of rules) which infers based on parameter instances other
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than ‘x’. In this case ‘x’←<vanilla:Soil Moisture> which is an instance of type
<configLSM: Output Variables Binary>v<baseLSM:enumValue>, as described
previously is a class for specifying lists of values. An additional restriction derived
from this class is that the range of values specified in the list are mandatorily annotated in the relation <baseLSM:enum explanation>. Since <configLSM: Output
Variables Binary> v <baseLSM: Parameter> class also, as explained earlier, it
inherits its superclass’s properties as well. A rule r={P (<baseLSM: Domain>x,
<baseLSM: rule inferred value>) == false if P (<Run Domain Upper Right
Lat>, < baseLSM : hasSimpleValue >) = (≥ lat 1 t ≤ lat 2) u P (<Run Domain Upper Right Lon>, <baseLSM: hasSimpleValue >) = (≥ lon 1 t ≤ lon 2)
} is imposed here. The ‘lat1’ and ‘lat2’ are the latitude limits of the restricted
area. Similarly ‘lon1’ and ‘lon2’ represent the restricted area’s longitude bounds.
Both are specified by the domain scientist. The following tests were performed for
lat1=33.78, lat2=33.83, lon1=-89.76 and lon2=-89.58. Note that rules which bind
these values within ‘Soil Maps’ or define other constraints on the domain coordinates have been omitted from discussion here but form an intersection with this rule
to implement the domain expert’s complete description of this fact.
• when P(< Run Domain Lower Left Lat >, < baseLSM : hasSimpleValue >)
= 33.66, P (< Run Domain Upper Right Lat >, < baseLSM : hasSimpleValue
>) = 33.75, P (< Run Domain Lower Left Longitude >, < baseLSM : hasSimpleValue >) = -89.75, P (< Run Domain Upper Right Lon >, < baseLSM : hasSimpleValue >) = -89.21, P (<vanilla: Soil Moisture >, < baseLSM : hasSimpleValue >) = 1 then Inferred Result:P ( < baseLSM : Domain >x, < baseLSM :rule inferred value >) = ∅ and Ontology State: Consistent(Pass)
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• when P (< Run Domain Lower Left Lat >, < baseLSM : hasSimpleValue
>) = 33.66 , P ( < Run Domain Upper Right Lat > , < baseLSM : hasSimpleValue >) = 33.80, P(< Run Domain Lower Left Longitude >, < baseLSM : hasSimpleValue >) = -89.55, P (< Run Domain Upper Right Lon >,
<baseLSM : hasSimpleValue >) = -89.21, P(< vanilla: Soil Moisture >,
<baseLSM : hasSimpleValue >) = 1 then Inferred Result : P(< baseLSM :
Domain >x, <baseLSM : rule inferred value >)= ∅ and Ontology State: Consistent(Pass)
• when P(< Run Domain Lower Left Lat >, < baseLSM : hasSimpleValue >)
= 33.66, P (< Run Domain Upper Right Lat> , < baseLSM : hasSimpleValue >) = 33.80,P(< Run Domain Lower Left Longitude >, < baseLSM :
hasSimpleValue >) = -89.75, P (< Run Domain Upper Right Lon >, < baseLSM : hasSimpleValue >) = -89.21 ,P (<vanilla: Soil Moisture >, < baseLSM : hasSimpleValue >)=1 then Inferred Result:P( < baseLSM : Domain
>x, <baseLSM : rule inferred value>) = false and Ontology State: Inconsistent(Pass)
6. Fact Type: Custom extensions
Description: Here we discuss the concept of extending semantic structures and rules
for the purpose of satisfying derivations or inference based on knowledge outside
the framework’s layers. Custom extensions are also used for knowledge which is
too specialized to handle with the semantic tools internally. The idea is to create
rule based extensions to provide answers to inference questions otherwise difficult
to express in the current semantic standards. While doing this we should bear in
mind that though the short term goal is to create these extensions for the purpose
of an experiment, we should target toward a comprehensive, pluggable and generic
extension architectural infrastructure which solves for several similar instances of
the problem at hand, across different potential future experiments. Some of the custom extensions we built using Protege’s bridge for the Jess rule engine (using Java)
included functions which would check whether a relative or absolute file mentioned
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in the parameter existed, an ’n’ character optionally delimited regular expression
checker, a function which could return the ‘n’th power of any numeral or optionally
check it and other such operations, difficult to express in the rule language used.
These examples of custom extensions were for demonstrative purposes. Integrity
checks of these extensions were trivially reduced verifying a specific operation or a
genre of similar operations, satisfied by an engineered component.

Similarly the ontologies contain several other supporting hierarchical structures and
categories which are inherited and specialized for different purposes, custom extensions,
coupled annotations, descriptions, references, reciprocal relational property definitions etc.
all of which in the end supported the different facets of this semantic driven architecture
architecture.

5.2 Case Study-II: Soil and Water Assessment Tool
A critical feature allowing wider usage of this framework, would be its applicability to at
least other models from the same domain, possibly in a similar area of application. To
verify this fact, we applied the constructed (and evolved) framework to an experiment
conducted using the Soil and Water Assessment Tool model (SWAT). Therefore, we now
shift our focus to a second experiment conducted at the GRI. Here, the primary purpose
of using the SWAT scientific model is to conduct a stream flow analysis by controlling
it through an exposed interface of the model. Though there are more than one interfaces
using which different characteristics of this model can be modulated, the one which the
domain expert has decided to capture semantics for, is the most relevant for the objective
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of this experiment. The SWAT model here is applied to a small watershed located in
Conemaugh, PA. The model simulates streamflow at several stream outlets that drain into
the nearby Blacklick creek. Streamflow simulations for instances are compared for at the
most a decade starting in the year 1987 at a temporal frequency of one month. The input
data used to conduct such a simulation is pre-processed and gathered off the precipitation
gage readings from the stations in and around the target area. Here, we make a note that
our observations, analysis and results for this experiment are described in a manner similar
to the description and layout of the LIS experiment from the previous section. Therefore
the subsections here also correspond and address the same corresponding research issues
as pointed out in the previous section.

5.2.1 Reproduction and Variants
The focus of the semantic construction for this model was its comparatively smaller interface file called ‘basins.cod’. Using the techniques and components described earlier, the
domain expert’s description of this experiment’s semantics were mapped onto ontologies
and tested. For verification, these ontologies were then used to reproduce the interface
containing the original instance of execution. As verified by the domain expert and shown
in Figure 5.5(a) and Figure 5.5(b), the two model executions using separate interfaces i.e.
the original and the framework’s semantics based reconstruction respectively, produced
identical outputs for a subset of the output variables plotted against time in January 1987’s
simulated stream flow. Figure 5.5(c) shows an instance variant where the execution incorporates the use of SWAT’s ‘Simulated Precipitation’ measures instead of the actual mea87

Figure 5.5
SWAT:(a)Conventional Run (b)Semantic Reproduction (c)Instance Variant
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sured input data. This process, though less preferred by the domain scientist is permissible
by his experiment’s design if the user does not have actual measured input readings.
For the purpose of design variants, we leverage the domain scientist’s knowledge of
the model. The expert recommended a ‘warm-up period’ if the duration of the model’s execution is less than a couple of years. This was to allow the hydrological cycle’s readings
to stabilize and become consistent which otherwise would not have the time to become
stable due to a short temporal range for the experiment. He suggested such a period to be
of at least 2 years. In a separate design variant, this period is not enforced formally but
only annotated as a comment. As shown in Figure 5.6(a), the plot of the output variables
which the domain expert considered most important for characterizing stream flows, had
the compulsory ‘warm-up’ period enforced by a formal rule, which depended on the duration of the simulation (enforced only if the entire duration of simulation for which this
model was executed is less then 3 years) and is described as part of the semantic definition. Figure 5.6(b) shows the altered design of this experiment where making this period
optional causes the model to produce different and inconsistent values. This is because the
domain / model expertise of the scientist was not made compulsory in the design of the
experiment therefore in this case, the model tried to extract the output without a stable and
complete hydrological cycle.

5.2.2 Semantic Capture
The semantic definition of this experiment followed a similar approach. The first step
involved a study of the model’s documentation and potential applications followed by dis89

Figure 5.6
Warm-Up Period (a)Mandatory (b)Without

cussions with the domain expert to gather structured responses describing the experiment
and / or domain concepts. These were then organized in the form of hierarchical ontologies placed in the semantic structures. A trivial difference this time was combining the
configuration and instance level descriptions physically into a single ontology. This was
primarily done to lower the turn around time at the cost of potential reusability in this /
future experiment(s). The target model interface for this experiment was different from
the former interface and therefore had limited scope for reusability. Another difference in
the construction effort was that the base ontology evolved from the previous experiment
was now being used to support constructs of this experiment.
As shown in Figure 5.7(a), the number of extensions were relatively higher in this
experiment. The respective meanings of addition (3), retraction (3), modification (1) and
extension (7) of domain concepts remain the same. Figure 5.7(b) also shows the number
of experimental facts which were captured (25∼ 76%), externally captured (2∼ 6%) with
the help of extension rules and the ones which were not / partially captured (6∼ 18%) by
the semantic layers.
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Figure 5.7
(a)Base Ontology Evolution (b)Capture Characterization

5.2.3 Integrity Tests
We now sample a few individuals and test them to verify the integrity of the captured
semantics. As before, we will restrict ourselves to describing tests for ontology classes and
rules representing different types of facts recorded during the domain engineering effort for
this experiment. We also test some sample instances from the ontologies. We however will
restrict ourselves to the types of facts which were not discussed in the previous experiment
to avoid any redundancy.
1. Fact Type: Composite Facts
Description: Here we demonstrate the concept of experimental facts which have
multiple rules / structural definitions to comply with. We also conduct integrity
checks performed on a sample instance.
Experiment Fact: The value for an exponential rainfall distribution is required if
the user selects a mixed exponential distribution and decides to simulate the rainfall
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instead of measured quantity. The user’s value should remain between 1.1 and 1.3
preferred for this experiment’s purpose. If a value is not specified, default to 1.3.
∀ < baseLSM : ruleV alue >x:x is an instance of an equivalent class C ≡
• v | < base : rule asserted unary > | ≥ 1t∃ < base : rule asserted binary >
with range< base : ruleV alue > u
• v | < base : P arameter > | ≤ 1u
–
–
–
–

v | < base : def ault value > | ≤ 1u
v | < base : has label > | == 1u
v | < base : hasSimpleV alue > | ≤ 1u
v | < vanilla : line number > | == 1u

• v C0
Explanation:This fact refers to individuals which have multiple rules and restrictions, possibly from different ontology layers all of which are required to be enforced and verified. Here an instance ‘x’ of the class <baseLSM:ruleValue> may
have an unordered set of rule based relationships R+ = {R1 ..Rn+1 } where ‘n’≥0. By
this convention any instance of this class will therefore have at least a single rule defined on it and will be further constrained by the structural definitions given above.
The set of rules were extracted from the domain scientist’s explanation of the experiment facts stated above. We test the integrity of this composite fact below. If P(x,p)
be a function which returns value from within the range of a single property instance
‘p’ for an individual ‘x’ and P−1 (x,p,v) would create a new instance of relationship
on individual ‘x’ for property ‘p’ with its value being ‘v’. Testing for individual
<base:ruleValue>x←< vanilla: mixed exponential rainfall distribution exponent
> then
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• when |< base: rule asserted unary>| t |<rule asserted binary >| == 0 then
Inferred Result:P(< baseLSM: Domain>x , < baseLSM: rule inferred value
>) = ∅ Result: Consistent(Fail)
• when P(< vanilla: mixed exponential rainfall distribution exponent> , <
base : hasSimpleValue >) == 1.2 then Inferred Result: P (<baseLSM :Domain
>x , <baseLSM: rule inferred value >) = ∅ Result: Consistent(Pass)
• when P(<vanilla: rainfall distribution code>, <base: hasSimpleValue >) ==
1 u P( <vanilla: rainfall input code > , <base: hasSimpleValue >) = 1, |P(<
vanilla: mixed exponential rainfall distribution > , < base: hasSimpleValue
>)| = ∅ then Inferred Result: P−1 ( <vanilla: mixed exponential rainfall
distribution >, <base: hasSimpleValue >, 1.3) Result: Consistent(Pass)
• when P(<vanilla: rainfall distribution code> , < base: hasSimpleValue >)
== 1 u P ( <vanilla: rainfall input code>, < base: hasSimpleValue >) = 1,
|P (<vanilla: mixed exponential rainfall distribution > , < base: hasSimpleValue >)| = 1.5 then Inferred Result:P (<baseLSM: Domain>x, < baseLSM:
rule inferred value >) = false Result:Inconsistent(Pass)
Therefore this fact’s integrity in the framework’s ontologies is derived to be a partial success. Here, the primary reason for our failure in establishing a lower bound
on individual relationships is due to the same identified issue of an Open World
Assumption of the semantic tools which assumes that absence of an asserted relationship does not essentially mean its non−existence.
2. Fact Type: Dynamic Rule Selection Based Fact
Description: Here we demonstrate the concept of experimental facts which have a
set of rules applicable to it, membership of which is dependent on other experimental
facts and classified at runtime. We demonstrate this using an instance and check its
integrity.
Experiment Fact: Certain selections for the parameters of Rainfall / Runoff / Routing
Option should require an explicit value for the time step required to measure this data
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and even this time step should be from a list of choices specified in the experiment’s
design.
v ∀ < vanilla : Rainf all Runof f Routing Options >x:x is an instance of an
equivalent class C ≡
• v< base : enumV alue >v< base : P arameter > u
–
–
–
–
–

| < base : def ault value > | ≤ 1u
| < base : enum explanation > | == 1u
| < base : has label > | == 1
| < base : hasSimpleV alue >≤ 1|
| < vanilla : line number > | == 1

• ∃ < base : hasSimpleV alue > with range:< xsd : integer > and P(x,p) =
{0, 1, 2, 3} If P(x,p) be a function which returns value from within the range
of a single property instance ‘p’ for an individual ‘x’.
Explanation: This fact describes an individual ‘x’ with a set of rules R{ 1 ..Rn }, membership of which is decided by another membership rule (or in other cases, could be
a set of rules) RM . The example here shows this concept by asserting an individual
of a parameter class < Measured Rainfall Rate Selection > could have values
through its data type neutral property <base:hasSimpleValue> which is restricted
to an unordered set - {0,1,2 and 3} values of which correspond to the various domain selection options. If the user decides to select the last two, then an explicit
<Measured Rainfall Rate Selection> individual parameter denoting the time step
is mandatorily required and its value is to be restricted to another unordered set created, values of which are - {1,2,3,4,5,6,10,12,20} minutes only. To verify this we
conduct the integrity checks where P(x,p) be a function which returns value from
within the range of the property ‘p’ for an instance.
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• P(<vanilla: Rainfall Runoff Routing Option >, <base: hasSimpleValue >)
== 1 u P(<meaured rainfall rate time step > , <base: hasSimpleValue
>) == ∅ Ontology State: Consistent(Pass) and Inferred Result: P(< meaured
rainfall rate time step > , < base:rule inferred value >) == ∅
• P(< vanilla:Rainfall Runoff Routing Option > , <base: hasSimpleValue
>) == 2 u P(< vanilla:meaured rainfall rate time step > , <base: hasSimpleValue >) = 9 Inferred Result: P(< meaured rainfall rate time step >
, <base: rule inferred value >) == false Ontology State: Inconsistent(Pass)
• P(< vanilla: Rainfall Runoff Routing Option > , < base: hasSimpleValue
>) == 3 u P(<vanilla: meaured rainfall rate time step > , <base: hasSimpleValue >) = 10 Inferred Result:P(< meaured rainfall rate time step>
, <base: rule inferred value >) == true Ontology State:Consistent(Pass)

There were several other facts which were similar or closely associated with the ones
described in the first experiment. Therefore we’ve decided not to discuss them here. Sets
of respective ontologies can be referenced for details on the structure and rules of all the
facts captured during the domain engineering effort. A subset of the Base Ontology is
provided in Appendix B for further reading.

5.3 Observations
In the previous sections we have characterized the framework’s ability to capture and reproduce experimental facts in formal semantic structures with the help of ontologies and
rules. The integrity tests were a way of sampling the relative success of the captured facts.
These were conducted on a subset of instances from the experiment’s vanilla version ontologies. A ‘Pass’ was awarded to an instance representing an experiment fact when all
its rules’s execution or structural definitions, as described in the previous section were
successful on comparison to its semantic definitions. A ‘Fail’ was awarded to all such
integrity tests of rules or structural descriptions which failed on at least one such test case.
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We qualify a partial failure to be a failure because the semantic definition and reconstruction of the model’s interface will not concur with the original intent of the experiment’s
description, if that failed test case was to be fired. As the results in Figure 5.8 indicate that
there were a few failures in both the experiments. The first case study produced more failures (∼ 55%) despite being based on a model from the which the original ‘base’ ontology
was derived. The simpler second case study had fewer failures (∼ 16%). The probable
causes for this could range from the fact that the second case study was simpler, maturity
in the process and a more evolved ‘base’ ontology supporting the semantic core.

Figure 5.8
Integrity Results (a)LIS NOAH (b)SWAT

The observed reasons for the non / partial captures and at a later stage, the failure of
integrity checks were as follows:
• Properties External to Defined Framework: Several experimental parameters were
dependent on objects outside the defined scope of the framework and were therefore
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not captured. Since an experiment can define only a finite number of relations,
technically it is possible to extend the framework’s semantics and rules to operate on
any given number of such objects but this concept might not be practical at all times.
e.g. Many of the parameters from the LIS experiment pointed to pre-processed input
datasets, contents of which which would have to vary with the parameters selected
/ their respective values and types. A complete capture of their semantics would
require extensions with the ability to verify and read a wide variety of input data. An
important point to note is that despite the parameters which were not captured, the
instance variants and reproductions were as expected because the parameters which
were not captured had default frozen values for vanilla instances predetermined by
the domain expert. Though we still considered them to be non/partial captures when
characterizing the framework’s abilities. Another point to note is that though these
facts were not captured in this effort, a majority of them can be captured using
rule based extensions with specialized implementations and therefore is more of an
engineering issue.
• Dynamic Adjustments: Even within the scope of the experiment, sometimes it is
possible to vary certain key parameters or use a specific combination to get the best
results. The framework in this case can adjust the parameters to a certain range or
combination of instances and relationships to optimally maximize comprehension,
logic and semantics but even within such restrictions the end user can achieve better
results by tweaking the configuration for his purpose.
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• Expressive Power of Tools: The closest match to the requirements for this framework are the tools designed for reasoning and inferencing. The ones used do an excellent job at the experiment’s knowledge structure and logic representation. They’re
however voluminous, require a high degree of accurately and explicitly asserted descriptions and do not handle instance values very well.
• Open World Assumption: Almost all failures of the captured fact instances were
due to this property of semantic tools used. The Web Ontology Language and the
Semantic Web Rule Languages will fail on a restriction which requires more information where less is asserted since the underlying assumption is that an entity or a
property’s instance exists even if its not asserted. We were however able to create
instance variants and reproductions by verifying their integrity manually i.e. specifying manual closures for a test case by making an explicit structural assertions of
less information on the same ontologies for a corresponding instance of a test case.
With less asserted knowledge than what was required by the semantic constraint and
this manual closure, the reasoner detected inconsistent states where it should have.
These test cases were however labeled as failures since such a closure mechanism
has to be based on a formal approach and should be an integral part of a complete
framework. Our strategy for the purpose of this framework was based on a case-bycase instance basis by manually ‘closing’ the system.
• Ontology Construction: The semantic tools used in constructing this framework use
ontologies to derive meaning. These ontologies are actually knowledge models of
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the experiment and therefore susceptible to human error. Several faults were uncovered in the design and definition of entities, relationships and rules which fully
describe the model parameters. Most of them were corrected at a later stage through
changes described earlier such as retractions, additions, modifications and extensions.
• Domain Engineering: Construction of ontologies maps the domain expert’s knowledge onto semantic structures. Loss of information is inevitable in this mapping.
Much of this problem can be corrected using multiple reviews and iterations of discussion.
Based on the characterization of captured elements, their results and observation we
also make a few recommendations for a similar future endeavor:

• Make Generic Extensions: A useful strategy over a longer period of such a framework’s existence and usage would be to make the extensions which emanate from
specific experimental needs, more generic and capable which can be used in determined variations of that specific function or need. This will enhance the reusability
of the framework’s internal structures and make it easier for future experiments to
import pre-existing ontologies and their rule extensions but use or instantiate only
what is needed. We adopted this strategy even in a small sample of two experiments
by creating all our extensions wider in applicability, specific operations of which
could be narrowed down using an instantiated interface to those generic extensions.
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• Evolve with Caution: Since the suggested framework based methodology is an incremental and evolutionary model, maintaining backward compatibility is critical.
As the underlying supporting base ontology grows over time for this kind of temporal interfacing, extra attention should be paid to the retraction and modifications
made in subsequent iterations as these changes might invalidate the previous experiments. Though this problem of conflicts could be conveniently solved by maintaining experiment specific sets of ontologies, it will hamper inter-experiment interactions in a workflow and defeat the purpose of evolving a common scale for
information exchange over time.
• Extensions are a positive sign: Extensions committed to the base ontology are a
positive sign of accurate initial concept captures in the previous iterations and their
maturity in the current experiment. As is the case with retractions and modification,
these extensions should also be consistent with the previous versions of the base
ontology.
• Capture Tradeoff: Almost all the facts which were not captured can be done so by
extending the scope of the defined framework. These boundaries of the framework
should however only be extended to the extent of this experiment and predicted
similar ones.
• Well Defined Semantics: The ontology definitions are formal structures and have
mathematical principles. The discrete inferential capability therefore requires precise and explicit detailed descriptions of experimental constructs. Without these, it
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is easy for the semantic tools to miss out on the intended reasoning and constraints.
e.g. relationships require definitions at the right level in the hierarchical structure
instead of convenient super classes. Another example would be when different individuals representing parameters on which rules operate should be stated explicitly
distinct for an inference engine to differentiate between them.
• Multiple Approaches: As suggested before, since the framework based methodology
is an evolutionary approach to defining semantics, multiple strategies of knowledge
constructions not only reinforce the direction and components but also weed out
potential conflicts. We use a ‘bottom-up’ incremental approach from a general LIS
model interface to construct projected higher level categories for parameters and
their supporting structures. These were then refined in a ‘top-down’ manner for the
subsequent experiments. Having multiple ways to approach this problem helped
resolve several conflicts in our knowledge base and its design.
• Natural Ontologies: Though ontologies are only physical descriptions of the semantic knowledge, it is probably a good idea to model the information in them the way
it exists in the real world and described by the domain expert where hierarchies and
names closely relate to domain concept definitions. This will make it convenient for
someone to comprehend and use these ontologies.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

A framework of this kind is a novel approach for creating semantics based interfaces
for complex scientific models in geosciences. The description in this work however is
only the first step towards the realization of such an infrastructure. In our hypothesis, we
stated that “A framework can be created that enables an expert to define a computational
experiment and allow its reproduction or extension by an end user”. Based on our findings
from the construction process and the case studies, we were able to draw a few conclusions.

6.1 Conclusions
Two case studies were conducted to verify the research issues derived from the hypothesis.
The first one was a Land Simulation Modeling experiment for an area in Grenada County,
MS using the NASA LIS model. The second case study was an experiment for conducting
stream flow analysis using the SWAT model for the blacklick creek area in Conemaugh,
PA. Based on our observations from these case studies, with regard to the (hypothesis and
its) derived research issues, we can concluded that:
• (Research Issue#1) Defining such a framework using the surveyed semantic enabler
technologies: We were able to construct a framework capable of reproducing and
recording an experiment by creating a model interface’s elements in semantic repre102

sentation. The core ‘Semantic Layers’ were supported by helper components in the
form of the ‘Tracer’, ‘Bridge’, UIs, reasoning infrastructure and extensions (Chapter
4:Architecture). Therefore, it is indeed possible to construct such a framework by
leveraging some of the existing technologies. However, given the fact that such an
endeavor of creating semantic interfaces for models in specific domains like geosciences has little precedence, a majority of such semantic structures will have to be
constructed from the ‘ground-up’ with limited reusability. Maturing semantic technologies and the practice of creating such semantic interfaces should change this
trend in the future and make it easy to share ontological reusable domain objects
which do not require construction from scratch.
• (Research Issue#2) Description of computation experiment(s) using such a framework: Majority of the domain facts were successfully captured by the framework.
In the first case study using the LIS, we captured of 133(∼ 71%) of the 187 domain
facts (Section 5.1.2). The second case study using SWAT showed similar results
at 25(∼ 76%) captures out of 33 domain facts (Section 5.2.2). We also found that
the ones which were not / partially captured, could be done so by committing more
engineering effort and using specialized extensions. To demonstrate this aspect,
we created such extensions and captured domain facts externally for both the case
studies (∼ 13% of the facts for the first and ∼ 6% for the second were externally
captured).
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• (Research Issue#3) Extension of privileges on the experiment: We can also state
that the framework can control variations of such an execution by referring to a
predetermined design of legal customizations (Integrity Checks for the two case
studies - Sections 5.1.3 / 5.2.3). We tested a non-redundant set of such domain facts
using ‘Integrity Checks’ and found that a majority of these facts were successfully
controlled − ∼ 66% and ∼ 84% for the two case studies respectively. However,
for an operational and comprehensively successfull setup, points of failure such the
absence of an automated and formal ‘closure mechanism’ or lack of specialized
engineered extensions caused the integrity checks to fail for ∼ 34% and ∼ 16% of
the facts respectively. Do note that even though we were able to manually ‘close’
these facts and verify their integrity, we classified them as failures due to lack of
such a built-in ability for an end user.
• (Research Issue#4) Provenance capability for such an experiment: We were able
to reproduce vanilla runs of the two experiments using the captured semantic facts.
Instance and Design variants for the two experiments were also tested here. For the
first case study, an instance variant successfully executed the LIS model for the same
experiment at a reduced temporal and spatial resolution. The design variant for this
experiment covered the dynamic exclusion of a geographical area (bordering the
Grenada Lake, MS). The second case study demonstrated instance and design variants through the permissible use of simulated rainfall and the mandatory inclusion
of a ‘warm-up’ period respectively. Due to the observed reproductions (or creation)
of separated designs and their respective atomic, recorded and altered executions
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using the Semantic Layers, we can safely conclude that this framework supports
well defined provenance. This capability however remains incomplete due to the
points of failure described for research issue #2/#3 above. As workarounds for such
non/partial captures or failed integrity checks, we employed recording static expert
recommended values (if required by the experiment) and manually ‘closing’ the fact
for integrity checks, both of which can be resolved using engineered extensions and
constructing an automated closure mechanism in the future.
Therefore though the framework is able to demonstrate the capabilities required for
verifying the research issues, it is not yet operationally complete or deployment ready.
Another ancillary derivation from our results suggested that a universal and complete capture is not only unlikely but given the specialist nature and high degree of control over
these experiments, also would be a potentially wasteful effort. Therefore a single semantics capture effort, if possible should narrow its focus on an experiment’s specific
application and thus only record a portion of the model’s original interface. Based on
the lessons learnt from this work, we would also like to make a few recommendations.
Though specific recommendations have been discussed in the Case Study (Chapter 5), we
would like to broadly summarize some of the lessons learnt in this study. The success of
such a framework is critically based on a ‘forward thinking’ approach where all the activities ranging from the creation, extensions and modifications on the intended experiment
neutral products e.g. components, ontology constructs etc. are made generic by design
while remaining specific in their respective applications. Capturing everything is neither
feasible and many a times, not possible, therefore limiting oneself to mirroring the needs
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of a particular experiment is a good idea. The semantics should be expressed clearly and
explicitly at all levels. Several iterations of information and domain engineering should
prevent missing out on any structural definitions.

6.2 Future Work
There are several areas which have potential for advancing the cause of semantics in domain specific computing. The most prominent of the uncovered potential future endeavors
is the creation of a formal mechanism using which a given experiment on a time line can be
closed for reasoning. For almost all the incidents of failure due to an Open World Assumption and the lack of asserted knowledge, using the instantiations of relationships and their
values as our reference, we made structural assertions which explicitly stated the amount
of information. This was however done manually and on a case-by-case basis. Though
this approach worked in bringing out our perceived notion of inconsistencies, there is a
need for an integrated, formal and rigid closure mechanism in such an application.
Some of the other less explicit future works may include a publisher built on formal
grammars which uses the recorded semantics to print the interface / results in a human
readable format. A fourth layer of ontologies which establishes equivalence relations for
information exchange between the various organizational / unit ‘base’ ontologies and grow
toward a unified middleware, is another potential area of development. Another possible
improvement could be a mechanism for ordering the execution of rules to allow some
sort of control over the firing sequence, thus supporting elementary flowcharting and procedural capabilities while allowing advanced inferencing concepts e.g. chronologically
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ordered rules, hierarchically and conditionally triggered rule trees etc. Shared extension
libraries, natural language support for semantics and rules which operate at the level of
ontology constructs such as classes and individuals could be desirable features in a full
scale implementation of this framework.
Though the framework visualized here will require extensive and well funded implementation cycles in a potential future work to become a fully operational wrapper or independent system supporting semantic provenance, this work will lay the foundation for
such a concept in the world of scientific modeling and computing. The concept should
change the way a model’s setup is created, executed, published, enhanced, modified or
reused and thus make it possible to resolve the challenges of knowledge sharing posed by
diversity (model, organizational, temporal, approach etc.) which ironically is one of the
biggest assets of the scientific community. At the end of it all, the fact that this framework
serves as an enabler and can only facilitate but never replace real experience in a domain
is perhaps the most valuable lesson. In the words of a domain scientist - “complex models
are part science and part art”.
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APPENDIX A
STRUCTURED QUESTIONAIRE
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Name of Model:[_____________] Name of Experiment:[_____________]

• What is the purpose of this experiment?
• Who is the end user? Are there variable levels of expertise?
• Classify the experiment’s parameters for a naive end user?
– Parameters which are used to setup the experiment’s environment
∗ These are exposed to the user
∗ These remain hidden, values of which are defaulted from experiment’s
vanilla configuration
– Parameters used to control the semantic operational behavior of the model
• For each exposed parameter
– Label (if any specific)
– Annotations − e.g. explanations, URL references
– Generalizable Relations e.g. units, descriptions, conventions etc.
– Restriction(s)
∗ Relational − values / types / cardinality
∗ Implicit − domain knowledge
– Example of Failures
– Example of Success
– Mention any special previous / follow up steps in a workflow which affect /
publish a subset of this experiment’s configuration
– Which parameter values are derived from relationships with other parameter
descriptions?
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SAMPLE BASE ONTOLOGY
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Below is a snapshot of the Base Ontology taken during its evolutionary
iterations between experiments. This example shows the structural definitions
of constructs only. Rule descriptions are voluminous and have been therefore
removed from this sample. Experiment specific configurations and their corresponding instantiated vanilla / variants exist at the configuration and instance
layers respectively and are too voluminous for inclusion in a sample.
<!-- Base Ontology Sample (Minus Rules) GRI (HPC), Mississippi State University-->
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<rdf:RDF
xmlns="http://www.gri.msstate.edu/experimentMetaMeta/base.owl#"
xmlns:temporal="http://swrl.stanford.edu/ontologies/built-ins/3.3/temporal.owl#"
xmlns:swrla="http://swrl.stanford.edu/ontologies/3.3/swrla.owl#"
xmlns:swrlxml="http://swrl.stanford.edu/ontologies/built-ins/3.4/swrlxml.owl#"
xmlns:swrl="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrl#"
xmlns:swrlx="http://swrl.stanford.edu/ontologies/built-ins/3.3/swrlx.owl#"
xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#"
xmlns:owl="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#"
xmlns:swrlm="http://swrl.stanford.edu/ontologies/built-ins/3.4/swrlm.owl#"
xmlns:swrlb="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrlb#"
xmlns:customSWRL="http://www.gri.msstate.edu/experimentMetaMeta/lisRun/customSWRL.owl#"
xmlns:abox="http://swrl.stanford.edu/ontologies/built-ins/3.3/abox.owl#"
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#"
xmlns:sqwrl="http://sqwrl.stanford.edu/ontologies/built-ins/3.4/sqwrl.owl#"
xmlns:tbox="http://swrl.stanford.edu/ontologies/built-ins/3.3/tbox.owl#"
xml:base="http://www.gri.msstate.edu/experimentMetaMeta/base.owl">
<owl:Ontology rdf:about="">
<owl:imports rdf:resource="http://swrl.stanford.edu/ontologies/built-ins/3.3/abox.owl"/>
<owl:imports rdf:resource="http://swrl.stanford.edu/ontologies/3.3/swrla.owl"/>
<owl:imports rdf:resource="http://swrl.stanford.edu/ontologies/built-ins/3.3/swrlx.owl"/>
<owl:imports rdf:resource="http://swrl.stanford.edu/ontologies/built-ins/3.3/tbox.owl"/>
<owl:imports rdf:resource="http://swrl.stanford.edu/ontologies/built-ins/3.4/swrlm.owl"/>
<owl:imports rdf:resource="http://swrl.stanford.edu/ontologies/built-ins/3.3/temporal.owl"/>
<owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.gri.msstate.edu/experimentMetaMeta/lisRun/customSWRL.owl"/>
<owl:imports rdf:resource="http://swrl.stanford.edu/ontologies/built-ins/3.4/swrlxml.owl"/>
<owl:imports rdf:resource="http://sqwrl.stanford.edu/ontologies/built-ins/3.4/sqwrl.owl"/>
</owl:Ontology>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="LatLon">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Domain"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:about="#Domain">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="ruleValue"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="enumValue">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Parameter"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:onProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="enum_explanation"/>
</owl:onProperty>
<owl:cardinality rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int"
>1</owl:cardinality>
</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:about="#ruleValue">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class rdf:about="#Parameter"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class>
<owl:unionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:minCardinality rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int"
>1</owl:minCardinality>
<owl:onProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="rule_asserted_unary"/>
</owl:onProperty>
</owl:Restriction>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:onProperty>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="rule_asserted_binary"/>
</owl:onProperty>
<owl:someValuesFrom rdf:resource="#ruleValue"/>
</owl:Restriction>
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</owl:unionOf>
</owl:Class>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:maxCardinality rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int"
>2</owl:maxCardinality>
<owl:onProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="datatypeProperty_value_range"/>
</owl:onProperty>
</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Date">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#ruleValue"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="indirect">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="link"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="direct">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:onProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="link_type"/>
</owl:onProperty>
<owl:minCardinality rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int"
>1</owl:minCardinality>
</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class rdf:about="#link"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Minute">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Date"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Hour">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Date"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Month">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Date"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:about="#Parameter">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:onProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="default_value"/>
</owl:onProperty>
<owl:maxCardinality rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int"
>1</owl:maxCardinality>
</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Thing"/>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:maxCardinality rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int"
>1</owl:maxCardinality>
<owl:onProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="has_delimiter"/>
</owl:onProperty>
</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:cardinality rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int"
>1</owl:cardinality>
<owl:onProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="has_label"/>
</owl:onProperty>
</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:onProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="hasSimpleValue"/>
</owl:onProperty>
<owl:maxCardinality rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int"
>1</owl:maxCardinality>
</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Description">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Thing"/>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:onProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="hasStandardName"/>
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</owl:onProperty>
<owl:maxCardinality rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int"
>1</owl:maxCardinality>
</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:onProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="hasUnits"/>
</owl:onProperty>
<owl:maxCardinality rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int"
>1</owl:maxCardinality>
</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:onProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="convention"/>
</owl:onProperty>
<owl:maxCardinality rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int"
>1</owl:maxCardinality>
</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="root">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:onProperty>
<owl:FunctionalProperty rdf:ID="hasSimpleStringValue"/>
</owl:onProperty>
<owl:cardinality rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int"
>1</owl:cardinality>
</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class rdf:about="#link"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Second">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Date"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Day">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Date"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Year">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Date"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:about="#link">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Parameter"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="#rule_asserted_binary">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#ruleValue"/>
</owl:ObjectProperty>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="isLessThan">
<owl:inverseOf>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="isGreaterThanorEqual"/>
</owl:inverseOf>
<rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="#rule_asserted_binary"/>
</owl:ObjectProperty>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="hasDependecy">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Parameter"/>
</owl:ObjectProperty>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="hasDescription">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Parameter"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Description"/>
</owl:ObjectProperty>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="#isGreaterThanorEqual">
<owl:inverseOf rdf:resource="#isLessThan"/>
<rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="#rule_asserted_binary"/>
</owl:ObjectProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="exampleValues">
<rdfs:subPropertyOf>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="DescriptionProperties"/>
</rdfs:subPropertyOf>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="#datatypeProperty_value_range">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#ruleValue"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="#default_value">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Parameter"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="#hasUnits">
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
<rdfs:subPropertyOf>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="#DescriptionProperties"/>
</rdfs:subPropertyOf>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="model_interface_position_indicator"/>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="start">
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<rdfs:subPropertyOf>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="range"/>
</rdfs:subPropertyOf>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="#rule_asserted_unary">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#ruleValue"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#boolean"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="rule_inferred_value">
<rdfs:range>
<owl:DataRange>
<owl:oneOf rdf:parseType="Resource">
<rdf:rest rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#nil"/>
<rdf:first rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#boolean"
>true</rdf:first>
</owl:oneOf>
</owl:DataRange>
</rdfs:range>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#ruleValue"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="#has_label">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Parameter"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="#DescriptionProperties">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Description"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="#hasSimpleValue">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Parameter"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="#range">
<rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="#rule_asserted_unary"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="#hasStandardName">
<rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="#DescriptionProperties"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="end">
<rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="#range"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="#convention">
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
<rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="#DescriptionProperties"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="checkLink">
<rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="#rule_asserted_unary"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="#has_delimiter">
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Parameter"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="#link_type">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#link"/>
<rdfs:range>
<owl:DataRange>
<owl:oneOf rdf:parseType="Resource">
<rdf:first rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>input File</rdf:first>
<rdf:rest rdf:parseType="Resource">
<rdf:rest rdf:parseType="Resource">
<rdf:first rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>input Table</rdf:first>
<rdf:rest rdf:parseType="Resource">
<rdf:rest rdf:parseType="Resource">
<rdf:first rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>output Directory</rdf:first>
<rdf:rest rdf:parseType="Resource">
<rdf:first rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>output Table</rdf:first>
<rdf:rest rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#nil"/>
</rdf:rest>
</rdf:rest>
<rdf:first rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>output File</rdf:first>
</rdf:rest>
</rdf:rest>
<rdf:first rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>input Directory</rdf:first>
</rdf:rest>
</owl:oneOf>
</owl:DataRange>
</rdfs:range>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="#enum_explanation">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#enumValue"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:SymmetricProperty rdf:ID="isEqualTo">
<rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty"/>
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<owl:inverseOf rdf:resource="#isEqualTo"/>
<rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="#rule_asserted_binary"/>
</owl:SymmetricProperty>
<owl:FunctionalProperty rdf:ID="hasSimpleBooleanValue">
<rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#DatatypeProperty"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Parameter"/>
<rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="#hasSimpleValue"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#boolean"/>
</owl:FunctionalProperty>
<owl:FunctionalProperty rdf:ID="hasSimpleIntValue">
<rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#DatatypeProperty"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int"/>
<rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="#hasSimpleValue"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Parameter"/>
</owl:FunctionalProperty>
<owl:FunctionalProperty rdf:about="#hasSimpleStringValue">
<rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#DatatypeProperty"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Parameter"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
<rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="#hasSimpleValue"/>
</owl:FunctionalProperty>
<owl:FunctionalProperty rdf:ID="hasSimpleDecimalValue">
<rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="#hasSimpleValue"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#float"/>
<rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#DatatypeProperty"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Parameter"/>
</owl:FunctionalProperty>
<rdf:List>
<rdf:first>
<swrl:Variable rdf:ID="v1"/>
</rdf:first>
<rdf:rest>
<rdf:List>
<rdf:first>
<swrl:Variable rdf:ID="v2"/>
</rdf:first>
<rdf:rest rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#nil"/>
</rdf:List>
</rdf:rest>
</rdf:List>
<rdf:List>
<rdf:rest>
<rdf:List>
<rdf:rest rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#nil"/>
<rdf:first rdf:resource="#v2"/>
</rdf:List>
</rdf:rest>
<rdf:first rdf:resource="#v1"/>
</rdf:List>
<rdf:List>
<rdf:first rdf:resource="#v1"/>
<rdf:rest>
<rdf:List>
<rdf:rest rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#nil"/>
<rdf:first rdf:resource="#v2"/>
</rdf:List>
</rdf:rest>
</rdf:List>
<swrl:Variable rdf:ID="r"/>
<rdf:List>
<rdf:first rdf:resource="#v1"/>
<rdf:rest>
<rdf:List>
<rdf:first rdf:resource="#v2"/>
<rdf:rest rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#nil"/>
</rdf:List>
</rdf:rest>
</rdf:List>
<rdf:List>
<rdf:first rdf:resource="#v1"/>
<rdf:rest>
<rdf:List>
<rdf:rest rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#nil"/>
<rdf:first rdf:resource="#v2"/>
</rdf:List>
</rdf:rest>
</rdf:List>
<rdf:List>
<rdf:rest>
<rdf:List>
<rdf:rest rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#nil"/>
<rdf:first rdf:resource="#v2"/>
</rdf:List>
</rdf:rest>
<rdf:first rdf:resource="#v1"/>
</rdf:List>
<rdf:List>
<rdf:first rdf:resource="#v1"/>
<rdf:rest>
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<rdf:List>
<rdf:first rdf:resource="#v2"/>
<rdf:rest rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#nil"/>
</rdf:List>
</rdf:rest>
</rdf:List>
<rdf:List>
<rdf:rest>
<rdf:List>
<rdf:first rdf:resource="#v2"/>
<rdf:rest rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#nil"/>
</rdf:List>
</rdf:rest>
<rdf:first rdf:resource="#v1"/>
</rdf:List>
<swrl:Variable rdf:ID="y"/>
</rdf:RDF>
<!-- Created with Protege (with OWL Plugin 3.4, Build 126) http://protege.stanford.edu -->
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